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10 August 1983 

KAPOHO STATE 1 WELL ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Drilling and Completion 

o Spud and Completion Dates: 1 September to 12 November 1981. 

- Total Depth: 7290' 

Drilling Days: 65 

o Casing 

30" 
20" 
13-3/8" 
9-5/8" 

o Liner 

0-28' KBl (cemented) 
0-71' KB (cemented) 
0-900' KB (cemented) 
0-4072' KB (cemented) 

7" perforated 3898-7216' KB (standing in 8-1/2" wellbore). 

o Lost Circulation Zone(s) (Amount) 

1 01-129' (intermittent) 
190-239' (total) 
258-271' (total) 
321-420' (total) 
440-480' (total) 
1100-1150' (48 bbls/hr) 

1190-1250' 
4950' 
5140' 
5813' 
7125' 
7280-7290' 

(90 bbls/hr) 
(9 bb1s/hr) 
(7 bb1s/hr) 
(9 bbls/hr) 
(30 bbls/hr) 
(240 bbls/hr) 

o A limited suite of wellbore geophysical wireline surveys were run to 
nominally 4077'. 

o Interim Rig Test 

Three short duration (less than 6 hours) rig tests were conducted on 14, 
15 and 20 October 1981 at a total depth of 4905', open-hole interval: 
4072-4905'. Flow of hot fluid to the surface did occur but stable flow 
was not achieved. Maximum flowing wellhead pressure (FWHP) and 
flowing wellhead temperature (FWHT) of 811 psig and 5!2°F were 
measured. Particulate matter was produced at the surface which 
bridged the well and killed the flow. 

o Completion Rig Test (Test Series 1) 

A 3-hour rig completion test was conducted on 10 November 1981. 
Maximum FWHP and FWHT were 1129 psig and 567°F. 

1 All measurements are relative to the Kelly Bushing. 
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Bottomhole Temperature Survey 

Static survey run on 4 December 1981, 22 days after completion, between 4000-
6400' at 200' stations showed a maximum temperature of 643°F. The very low 
gradient of 0.79°F/100 ft. for this interval is suggestive of interzonal flow. 

Test Series 12 

A short test initiated on 16 December 1981 was designed to measure flowing 
capacity vs. wellhead pressure. Severe erosion of valves on the test line by 
particulate matter in the produced fluid, and high FWHP (14 54 psig maximum) and 
flow capacity exceeding the equipment design terminated the test after 45 
minutes. During this test, a distinctively, audible "thump" emanated from the 
well. 

Casing Problem Suggestion and Wellbore Evaluation 

In early January, it was suggested that "an abnormality in casing or cement" may 
exist based on the temperature, pressures and presence of a gas cap during the 
recent flow test. A wellbore evaluation was conducted on 1-2 and 20 February, 
and casing leaks were determined to exist 900-940' and 1040-1080'. 

Remedial Problem Ill 

The remedial work program was initiated on 14 April 1982 and completed 12 May 
after (1) running a solid 7" N-80, 26 pound, buttress casing from 0-1898' to secure 
the wellbore interval from external cold groundwater, (2) leaving a 237' fish 
consisting of a mill, sub, drill collars and drill pipe inside the 7" liner from 4807-
4570', and (3) changing the 600-series gates to 900-series. The mill became stuck 
at 4807' while attempting to clean bridges in the liner. During the operation, the 
9-5/8" casing was found jammed into the expansion spool. This event could be 
interpreted to be related to the "thump" observed during Test Series 112 (above). 

Test Series 13 

A 3-day flow test was conducted on 4-6 August 1982 to evaluate well performance 
with a fish in the wellbore and to clean up the wellbore prior to utilizing the 
separator system in the scheduled Test Series 114. Mass flow calculations using 
the James' Method indicated an average total mass flow of 250,000 lbs/hr with an 
inlet steam fraction of 22%. Liquid flow over the weir, however, was only about 
3000-6200 lbs/hr. This discrepancy is attributed to the mechanical test set-up and 
the inapplicability of the James' Method. It was observed that the well 
substantially "dried up" during the testing. Stabilized flow was not achieved since 
testing was restricted to daylight hours only because noise levels from the twin 
cyclone silencer exceeded nighttime environmental limits. Note that this type of 
system (cyclone silencer) is designed for a liquid-dominated resource. 

Test Series 14 

A separator test was conducted on 11-28 August 1982 to provide unequivocal data 
with respect to the steam fraction in the produced fluid. The silencer was 
modified to reduce nighttime noise levels but a chemical emission control problem 
ensued resulting in a temporary shut-down of the test to install a rock muffler. 
Test data indicates that the well produces nearly 100% steam at a FWHP of 120 
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psig with a mass flow rate of 72,000 lbs/hr. Flow enthalpy is approximately 1185 
Btu/lb. Noncondensible gas content is low at about 0.2%. 

3" Line Leak 

At approximately 3 a.m. Saturday, 2 October 1982, a pipe to flange well failed 
just upstream of a 3" gate on the expansion spool that was barely cracked open to 
admit pressure to a !7" pressure line leading to surface pressure gauges. The well 
flowed uncontrolled for about 38 hours. The event was safely terminated without 
injury to any person or further damage to any wellhead equipment. Both outside 
tampering and purely mechanical equipment failure were considered as two 
possible causes for the incident. Plans were made to replace the expansion spool 
with a single machined component. Subsequent analysis by the FBI on sections of 
the broken Y," line revealed that failure was due to severe bending, thus vandalism 
is considered to be very likely. Inspection of the spool, however, did also reveal 
cracks at the welded outlet joints. Note that the flow from the well was virtually 
I 00% steam during the incident. 

Expansion Spool Changed 

While the expansion spool was being changed on 2 November 1982, Mr. 
W. L. Godare conducted an inspection of all wellhead components and prepared a 
failure potential analysis for both Kapoho State I and 2. In summary, cracks were 
found at each joint in the spool outlets, the internal bores of the master valves 
and expansion spool did not show any evidence of pitting or erosion, the packing 
seals in the spool were completely ruined, 5 of the 8 cap screws holding the 
centralizer were broken, and recommendations were made to change components 
when the well is placed on production. At the completion of this operation, the 
Kapoho State I wellhead was considered to be sound. 

High Shut-in Pressures 

As a consequence of the interzonal flow, a gas cap was forming in the well. By 
mid November 1982, the shut-in wellhead pressure on Kapoho State I exceeded 
the previous maximum of 1050 psig. Calculations by Mr. H. Dykstra suggested a 
maximum WHP of about 1425 psig could be expected based on the pressure at the 
first producing horizon below the shoe of the 9-5/8" casing and a calculated gas 
gradient. Mr. Godare conducted a wellhead failure analysis due to excessive WHP 
and recommend that, "Even though the lowest pressure rate in the wellhead 
assembly is 2160 psi and the wellhead is considered to be in good 
condition •.• (occasional) • • • bleeding •.• (the well) . . . is ... 
recommend(ed) ... " 

On 29 November, the gas cap was bled specifically to reduce WHP. Previous 
bleed operations were related to some other well operation. Pressure was only 
reduced to II 05 psi g. On 14 December, the wellhead maximum shut-in pressure 
of 1430 psig was reached. The well was bled again slightly, to change a relief 
valve and WHP stabilized by 24 December at about 1400 psig. 

"Running-Faucet" Sound at Wellhead 

On 6 January !983, a 7 psig decrease in WHP was recorded along with a "running 
faucet" type sound emanating from the wellhead. Surface conditions at the 
wellhead were stable prior to this. Two interpretations were developed for this 
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sound; fluid was exiting the wellbore either from a shallow casing leak or at the 
first production zone below the casing. The bottom 900-series gate was first 
reported to be hot to the touch on 25 January. On 27 January, a 
temperature/pressure survey was programmed. However, upon opening the 
bottom 900-series gate, the WHP started to increase. Within 2 hours of this 
event, however, the WHP was determined to be decreasing. Stabilization 
occurred at approximately the pre-excursion level of 1380 psig. Cold water was 
pumped into the wellbore but the WHP could not be lowered below about 1100 
psig. A casing leak was interpreted to exist. 

W'ellbore Evaluation 

On 17-18 February 1983, controlled temperature/pressure surveys were con
ducted. At approximately 670', a casing leak was recorded. 

Remedial Program #2 and Wellbore Evaluation 

The second remedial program designed to recover the fish and squeeze cement the 
leak commenced on 5 April 1983. Initial pumping of cold water down the wellbore 
did not significantly lower the WHP. Combination of pumping lost circulation 
material to plug a shallow leak, and flowing the well to allow a water kill, also did 
not prove successful. Drill pipe was stripped into the well during a flow mode but 
encountered an obstruction at 227'. Hole had to be swedged and then milled from 
233-625'. Drill pipe was run to 3673' and a water kill proceeded. Three cement 
plugs were unsuccessfully attempted. Cold water flows were postulated to be 
entering the wellbore at the 670' break. With well condition secured (wellhead), a 
wellbore TV camera was run to a 700' and Dia-Log's minimum ID caliper and 
casing profile caliper logs were run to 1857' to evaluate the 7" casing sleeve. Two 
additional cement plugs were eventually set at 2153' and 2147', respectively. Top 
of cement is at 1750'. 

Review of Dia-Log caliper logs is interpreted as severely damaged, probably 
parted casing from 226-233', split casing from 362-363', and possible gaps at 
numerous collars (buttress coupling recess). The casing leak at about 670' appears 
as a collar gap on these logs. Most of the Dia-Log interpretations have been 
verified with the TV camera recording. 

JLI/ikl/crn 
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Sus, 

We restudied the matter of record 
submittal and the confidentiality provisions 
of our rules and find that the use of the 
word final report is consistent with the 
intentDrthe rules. There is no 
direct mention of preliminary reports in 
the rules, but it is implied, and we would 
like to encourage and require the drillers 
to submit such data for our inspection 
and study as the project is underway for 
proper project administration. Hence, we 
are obliged to keep such a "preliminary" 
report confidential until the final reports 
are submitted. 

As requested by Jere Denton, we agree 
to keep the "preliminary" report confidential 

-~1~-F,Lf ~.~E"';'o"re !I:?~ 
' I ,I / 
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Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 

Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 

THERMAL POWER 
COMPANY 

9 December 1981 

' '' 

Board of Land & Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Bldg. 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Dear Mr. Ono: 

Re: Completion Reports 
Geothermal Well: Kapoho State I 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii 

Pursuant to Section 13-183-85 of Title 13, Administrative Rules, Thermal Power 
Company as Operator and agent for the owners, Thermal-Dillingham-Amfac, 
hereby submits preliminary completion reports for the captioned well. Thermal 
expects to deliver final completion reports on the captioned well approximately 
six months after the well completion date. It is my understanding that pursuant 
to Section 13-183-62, the final reports as well as the information contained 
therein, will be kept confidential by DLNR for at least one year from the date of 

_:eceipt of the final reports. 

Additionally, I have enclosed a copy of the well site survey by Registered Land 
Surveyor No. 1247. 

Very truly yours, 

~.~( / 
-- -~ / -"''L '- _( ::'"~-

/ ,~ 

/ Jere Denton 

WLD/jmd/crn 

enclosures 

1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
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EASEMENT 

"KAPOHO STATE 1" 

Geothermal Well Site 
Withiri L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 

L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 

Beginning at a point at a pipe at the west corner of this par
cel of land, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to 
Government Survey Triangulation Station "Kaliu" being 8,982.83 feet 
North and 9,677.70 feet East and running by azimuths measured clock
wise from true South: 

1. 242" 58' 

2. 332° 58 1 

3. 62" 58' 

4. 152° 58 1 

Hila, Hawaii 
July 9, 1981 

20" 

20 11 

20 11 

20 11 

250.00 feet to a pipe; 

300.00 feet to a pipe; 

250.00 feet to a pipe; 

300.00 feet to the point of beginning 
and containing an area of 
75,000 Square Feet or 1. 7218 
Acres. 

MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 

8 y 'Z)-~-1: c:t'~--,.,..u ""-' ;r;l-t~Yl-.<? 
Donald James Murray 
Registered Surveyor 
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ROAD AND UTILITY EASEMENT 

to 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 

Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 

L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 

Beginning at a point at the northwest corner of this parcel of 
land and on the easterly side of the Pohoiki Road, the coordinates of 
said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation 
Station 11 Kaliu" being 8,223.20 feet North and 8,563.44 feet East and 
running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South: 

1. 284° 01' 146.45 feet; 

2. 249° 13 1 85.26 feet; 

3. 243° 34 1 101.26 feet; 

4. 242° 05 1 163.01 feet; 

s. 247° 24 1 440.08 feet; 

6. 242° 42 1 248.58 feet; 

7. 237° 18 1 77.82 feet; 

B. 228. 12 1 117.13 feet; 

9. 332° 58' 20 11 31.02 feet along "Kapoho State 1 11 Easement 
to a pipe; 

10. 48° 12 1 111.60 feet; 

11. 57° 18 1 81.63 feet; 

12. 62° 42 1 251.22 feet; 

13. 67° 24 1 439.92 feet; 

14. 62° OS' 162.01 feet; 

15. 63° 34' 103.12 feet; 

16. 69° 13 1 86.74 feet; 

17. 57° 22 1 20 11 157.28 feet to a point at the easterly side 
of the Pohoiki Road; thence along 
the easterly side of Pohoiki Road 
along a curve to the left having a 
radius of 182.00 feet, the chord azi-
muth and distance being: 

18. 172° 12 1 58 11 149.70 feet to the point of beginning and 
containing an area of 47,896 Square 
Feet or 1.0995 Acres. 

MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
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\\'ELL SUMMARY REPORT- GEOTHERMAL 

THERMAL POWER COMPANY 
Fu·ld County 

Puna Hawaii 
Elo··.-i-1~ J • r: ,,: ,-,., 
lr.H-~l"T.' dh ~t .'-'t" ). \' l; 

L<.1C<JtJon (prope-r!\ or ~,-,·tlt•n corm.•r, or !;\ree: centf'r l!n•·s) 

State Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No- R-2 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii (Licensed Survevor's reoort show< xac::t location) 
Com:11t'n

0
.-.
9
-o/dOcl,•/,!

8
wf (d.<itt'l 1 T0tal dt pth Pluf:r.f•d depth 

1 !I (meters) ____ _:__:_::.:_:_:_:: ____ ---J 0 Derr1ck floor 

Dt:pth measun:ments b.k<:'n frurr. tor of: 

618 77 feet above sea level 

0 R,"tcry table 

c ,.,. r I e ted d" 1! m' 'date l ,__:7:_:2::9:_::0._f::e:_e:_t_:_ __ _L __ N~O::c_N::E=----1 
~--_:l_:lc_/_:0_:3~/_:8:_:1:_ ____ ---1 Ge t•lopc forma: 1 on and Ci ge at totd I depth ~_:•:c_'h::_i c::;h'--"i s:_--'-1 ;,8 __ _!fseset"-''c.'':_' _::a:_b_:_":_~'''-!_V:_';::':.:::'n-o.d-_______ _ 

Basalt GeoL•''"N:::''' I Dq-'' , •. •• --' 
Commenu·d productn~ (datf") 

Junk 

NONE 

STATIC TEST I PRODUCTION TEST DM A 
(Shut-in well ho·od) r· Total mo~s flow doto Scporutc: .l~'a - -- - - - ~-- -- .--:-::'------,--::- --~---+ --~--- -I I - -

---------1-T-_·•::m~,p_"(_ ~~"-· ps·~--lbs/lu:.- -~~~~~ ~-~~ _ ~~~~al~p-'-'-1-~Q~,~;I~;,:_:•c__I-Wntf'r kg~· S~:_o __ ~'- l:_g hr_t~~~-s. ~"""--+-.!"~f_:_"_C 

258 792 61,200 226 726 2" 1 ,1 ! i 

DATE 

10/15/81 
10/20/81 
!!/ 10/81 

512 8!! 110,000 495 650 2" ! 

567 1129 151,000 5116 9117 2" 
" 199,000 500 645 3" 
" 242,000 393 181 4" 

' 

I 
! 

I I 
CASING RECORD (present hole) 

··----
Siz.e of ca5ing T op(t\r5 ing Dep{ft) 5hoe Weight of New or Seomle5s Grode 

Siz.e ~f(~ol•e) Valu 1~t"v~J 
Depth of cem<>n"1n,;; :f 

(A.P.I.) cos ing (oof 5econd hand or lopweold of cos ing drilled in. cement thr':'vgh pedorOliO"•'i 1.~ 
--------------30' Surface 28 - - - -

20" " 71 911 H-40 26 28.0 
13-3/8" " 903 54 &. 61 New Seamless K-55 17Y, 71.7 NA I 

9-5/8" " 4072 40 K-55&N-l 0 12Y. 28.6 
7" " 7216 23,26,29 K-55&.N-l 0 8Y, -

PERFORATED CASING (size, top, bottom, perforated intervals, size and spacing of perforation and method) 

7" liner top 3318'; bottom 7216'. 
Perforations below 4300' are Yz" holes drilled on 3" centers, 10 rows. 

Was analysis of effluent made? Electnc log depths Temperatur12 depth~ 

Yes C No~ 4077 feet 6400 feet 
In compliance with Section 37.35 Chapter 4, Division 3 of the Public Resources Code, the information gi\'en herew1th 

is a complete and correct record of the present condition of the well and all work done thereon, so far as can bt:- determined 
from all available records. 

--~~~~~~~----------------~=-----------------------------
Title Name 

W. L. D'Olier Vice President Exploration 

Address 601 California Street San Francisco, California 

Telephone Number Date 

(415) 981-5700 1 Dec 



THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 1 December 1981 

GEOTHERMAL WELL HISTORY KAPOHO STATE 1 

Date&: 
Depth 

09-01-81 
34' 

09-02-81 
102' 

09-03-81 
102' 

09-04-81 
102' 

09-05-81 
102' 

State Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, State of Hawaii 

Wellhead Elevations above Sea Level: 618.n feet Ground Level 
636.77 feet Kelly Bushing 

See Licensed Surveyor's Report 7/10/81 For Exact Location 

Operation 

Built 10' x 10' x 10' concrete cellar with 5' wide by 1' wainscoating and 
installed 30" conductor pipe to 28' depth prior to moving in drilling rig. All 
depth measurements are from Kelly Bushing (KB). 

Finished moving in and installing noise reduction equipment on Water 
Resources International (WRI) Rig No. 4. Kelley Bushing located 18' above 
ground level. Spudded well at 1330 hours. Mixed mud, picked up 12JI." bit 
and 26" hole opener and center punched hole to 34'. Laid down 26" hole 
opener. 

Shutdown I 1 hours to avoid making excessive noise at night. Picked up 12JI." 
bit and drilled to 35'. Lost circulation completely. Tripped to remove jets 
from bit. Drilled ahead with 12JI." bit to 102' with no returns using mud
mixing pump pumping at I bbl/min rate. Encountered two foot void from 
68'-70'. 

Shutdown 8 hours to avoid making excessive noise at night. Cleaned out 
I 2JI." hole to I 02'. Surveyed at 85' - J1.0 deviation. Pulled out of hole (POH). 
Laid down 12JI." tools. Picked up 171>" hole opener. Opened 12)1." hole up to 
171>" to 102'. Laid down 171>" tools and picked up 26" tools. 

Opened 171>" hole up to 26". Conditioned hole to run casing. Laid down 26" 
tools. Cut off 30" conductor and ran 2 joints of 20" 9411 K-55 Buttress 
casing, total length 85.15'. Casing set at 71' KB. Cemented casing with 14 
cubic yards Class G cement with 2% CaCl followed with 14 yards 
construction cement with Jl." gravel and 2% CaCI 2• Cement in place (CIP) 
2230 hours. 

Nippled up blowout prevention equipment, picked up tools and mixed mud. 



THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

09-06-81 
102' 

09-07-81 
102' 

09-08-81 
159' 

09-09-81 
457' 

09-10-81 
706' 

09-11-81 
782' 

09-12-81 
8114' 

09-13-81 
8114' 

09-14-81 
915' 

09-15-81 
915' 

Operation 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Waited 8 hours for daylight to avoid making excessive noise. Finished 
nippling up blowout prevention (BOP) stack. Picked up 17~" tools and 
cleaned out cement to 102'. Drilled 57' of 17~" hole to !59' with mud. 

Drilled 298' of 17Yz" hole with aereated mud from 159' to 457' in 22Yz hours. 
Took deviation survey at 350'- 1° deviation recorded. 

Drilled 249' of 17~" hole with aereated mud from 1157' to 706' in 21~ hours. 
Mixed 200 bbls of mud and pumped into hole in an unsuccessful attempt to 
fill it. 

Picked up 9-5/8" x 30' bailer. Ran in hole (RIH). Top of liquid at 540'. 
Bailed liquids down to 630'. Obtained water sample for State at 608' below 
ground level 01' above sea level). Maximum reading thermometer on bailer 
read 113°F. Laid down bailer. Mixed mud. Picked up 17~" drilling 
assembly and ran in hole. Cleaned out 8' of fill. Drilled 76' of 17Yz" hole 
with mud without returns from 706' to 782'. Surveyed at 748'--1-3/4° 
deviation recorded. 

Drilled 62' of 17~" hole with mud without returns from 782' to 844'. Pulled 
out of hole and secured rig for weekend shutdown. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Ran in hole to 844' with 17~" bit, near bit reamer, shock sub, 20' drill collar 
(DC), stabilizer, three 11" DC, six 8" DC, two crossover (XO) subs. No fill 
encountered. Drilled 71' of 17Vz" hole with mud with no returns from 844' to 
915'. Pumped 100 bbls of mud into hole in an unsuccessful attempt to fill 
the hole. Pulled out of hole and laid down 17Vz" tools. Mixed mud and lost 
circulation material (LCM). Ran in hole with open-ended drill pipe (OEDP) 
to 815'. 

Continued to mix mud and LCM. Pumped 1100 bbls of mud and LCM in hole 
unsuccessfully trying to fill the hole. Staged in an additional 800 bbls of 
mud and LCM. Pulled OEDP out of hole. Received permission from State 
of Hawaii representative to forgo running logs due to LC conditions; ran 13-
3/8" casing. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

09-16-81 
915' 

09-17-81 
915' 

09-18-81 
915' 

09-19-81 
915' 

09-20-81 
915' 

09-21-81 
915' 

Operation 

Washed to bottom with 17!>" bit. Pumped 150 bbls of mud at 915'. POH 
laying down 17!>" tools. Fluid level remained at 150'. Rigged and ran 20 
joints of 13-3/8", 54.511/ft K-55 Buttress T&C R-3 casing and 3 joints of 13-
3/8" 6111/ft K-55 casing with guide shoe and float collar on bottom. Total 
string length 904.21'. Casing set with guide shoe at 902.51' K.B. Cemented 
casing by pumping 90 bbls mud followed by 20 bbls of water fol!owed by 
CaCI water, 20 bbls water, 20 bbls F!o-Chek, and then 912 ft cement 
mixe~ 1:1 with perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel and J>% CFR-2. Cement 
slurry weight was 13.3 pounds per gallon (ppg). Followed with 324 cu.ft. 
cement mixed with 40% silica flour, 3% gel, J>% CFR-2. This cement slurry 
weight was 15.5 ppg. CIP at 1430 hours. No returns to surface throughout 
cementing job. WOC 8 hours. Pumped plug with 800 psi. 

Waited on cement (WOC) 6 hours. Cut off 20" conductor. Picked up IJI." 
tubing. Ran tubing down annulus between 20" and 13-j/8" casing strings. 
Tagged top of cement at 680'. Mixed and pumped 69ft cement mixed 1:1 
with perlite, 40% silica flour, 2% CaCI2, 3% gel and J>% CFR-2. Cement 
slurry weight 12.4 ppg. WOC (plug /lr) 4.5 hours. Ran IJI." tubing down 
annulu~; tagged cement top at 595'. Mixed and pumped plug 112 consisting of 
137 ft of cement, 1:1 perlite, 40% silica flour, 2% CaCJ2, 3% gel, and J>% 
CFR-2. WOC (plug 112) 4 hours. Ran IJI." tubing down annulus; tagged 
cement top at 527'. Mixed and pumped cement plug 1!3, a duplicate in 
volume and composition of plug 112. WOC (plug /13) 5 hours. Ran I Ji." tubing 
down annulus; tagged cement at 400'. Mixed and pumped cement plug 114, 
again a duplicate in volume and composition to plug 112. WOC (plug 114) 2 
hours. 

Ran lJI." tubing down annulus; tagged cement at 238'. Mixed and pumped 
cement plug 115, again a duplicate in volume and composition of plug /12. 
WOC (plug 115) 4 hours. Ran IJI." tubing down annulus; tagged cement at 
194'. Mixed and pumped cement plug 116 with same volume and composition 
as plug /12. WOC (plug 116) 3 hours. Ran !Ji." tubing and tagged top of 
cement at 190'. Mixed 10 cu.yds. of Redi-Mix cement mixed 1:1 with /14 
sand plus 20% silica flour and 2% CaCJ2• Filled annulus to cellar floor. CIP 
at 1800 hours. WOC 6 hours. Cur off 13-3/8" stub and welded on 
bradenhead flange. 

Welded on bradenhead flange and nippled up extension spool and 12" Series 
400 drilling valve for 8 hours. Shut down for weekend. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Wait 8 hours for daylight to start-up rig. Nippled up BOP stack for 16 hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

09-22-81 
915' 

09-23-81 
1226' 

09-24-81 
1241' 

09-25-81 
1697' 

09-26-81 
2147' 

09-27-81 
2403' 

09-28-81 
2660' 

09-29-81 
2893' 

09-30-81 
3202' 

10-01-81 
3561' 

Operation 

Completed nippling up drilling stack. Tested blind rams to 1000 psi for 15 
minutes - held O.K. Picked up 12V." bit and RIH. Tested pipe rams -ram 
rubbers did not hold. Replaced ram rubbers, re-tested pipe rams to 1000 psi 
for 15 minutes - held O.K. Drilled plug, float collar and cement to shoe of 
13-3/8". Mixed mud and LCM. Took deviation survey 880' - showed 2° 
deviation. Drilled through shoe and cement to 915'. 

Finished cleaning out to bottom at 915'. POH. Prepared 12V." drilling 
assembly with bit, near-bit reamer, shock sub, stabilizer, three 11" DCs, six 
8" DCs, and three X-0 subs for a total length of 312'. RIH with new drilling 
assembly and drilled 311' of 12V." hole from 915' to 1226' with mud while 
losing 100 bbls of mud per hour. Lost 1300 bbls of mud total during 13.5 
hours of drilling. Stopped drilling to mix mud and LCM for 8 hours. 

Mixed mud and LCM for 5Y2 hours. POH. RIH with OEDP to 1155'. Mixed 
and pumped cement plug (to stop LC) consisting of 298 sacks of cement with 
2% gel and 2% CaCJ2• Cement slurry weight was 14.5 ppg. CIP at 1030 
hours. Displaced cement out of drill pipe. POH and WOC 5 hours. RIH with 
12V." drilling assembly. Tagged top of cement at 906'. Drilled out cement 
from 906' to 1226'. Drilled 15' of new 12Yo" hole from 1226' to 1241' with 
mud with full returns. 

Conditioned mud and cleaned mud pits. Drilled 456' of 12V." hole from 1241' 
to 1697' with mud with full returns. (Only changes from full returns will be 
noted hereafter). 

Drilled 450' of 12V." hole in 22.5 hours from 1697' to 2147' with mud. 
Deviation survey at 1753' showed 1-3/4° deviation. Cleaned mud pits for 1 
hour. 

Drilled 60' of 12V." hole from 2147' to 2207' with mud. Deviation survey at 
2191' showed 3Y2° deviation. POH to change 12V." bits. RIH with new bit. 
Drilled 196' of 12V." hole from 2207' to 2403' with mud. 

Drilled 257' of 12V." hole in 22.5 hours from 2403' to 2660' with mud. 
Deviation survey at 2460' showed 4° deviation. Cleaned shale pit for 1 hour. 

Drilled 188' of 12V." hole from 2660' to 2848' with mud. 
2848' showed 3Y2° deviation. Tripped to change bits. 
Drilled 45' of 12V." hole from 2848' to 2893' with mud. 

Deviation survey at 
RIH with bit 117. 

Drilled 309' of 12V." hole in 23.5 hours from 2893' to 3202' with mud. Spent 
Y2 hour cleaning shale pit. 

Drilled 359' of 12V." hole in 23 hours from 3202' to 3561' with mud. Took one 
hour to run deviation survey at 3330' - showed 4° deviation. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

10-02-81 
3697' 

10-03-81 
4018' 

l 0-0if-81 
4077' 

10-05-81 
4077' 

10-06-81 
4077' 

10-07-81 
4077' 

Operation 

Drilled 25' of l2lf." hole from 3561' to 3587' with mud. Deviation survey at 
3566' showed 3-3/4° deviation. Tripped to change bits. Tried to run 
temperature survey on electric cable tool. Tool failed at 2500'. POH and 
changed tools - new tool also failed. POH and attached two maximum 
reading thermometers (MRTs) and ran to 3586'. Sat on bottom for 15 
minutes. POH- MRTs read 265°F and 270°F. Cleaned shale pit for Vz hour. 
RIH with bit /18. Drilled Ill' of 12lf." hole from 3587' to 3697' with mud. 

Drilled 321' of 12lf." hole in 24 hours from 3697' to lf018' with mud. 

Drilled 59' of 12)!." hole in 3 hours from 4018' to 4077'. Circulated hole 2 
hours to prepare hole for logging. Deviation survey at 40311' showed lfY. 0 

deviation. POH. Rigged to run logs. Ran resistivity, X-Y caliper and 
gamma ray-neutron logs from 903' to 4077'. Ran temperature log from 903' 
to 4077'. Tool worked O.K. but panel failed after 3575'. Surface readout 
showed rapid temperature increase past 31 00' to 334°F at 4077'. Rigged 
down logging unit and repaired light in derrick. RJH. Washed 7' of fill off 
bottom. Circulated lVz hours at 4077' preparing to lay down drill pipe. 

Circulated 2 hours at 4077'. Laid down drill pipe and drill collars. Rigged 
and ran 9-5/8" casing consisting of float shoe, l joint 40///ft N-80 Buttress 
T&C R-3 casing, float collar, and 69 joints 4011/ft N-80 Buttress T&C 
casing. Thirteen centralizers were spaced over the casing string's total 
length of 3362.32'. Circulated casing 30 minutes at 3432'. Finished running 
casing and tagged bottom at 4077'. No fill encountered on bottom. Rigged 
up to circulate casing. 

Pulled casing up 5' to put shoe of string at i1072' and hung liner with top at 
710'. Circulated casing 8 hours. Pumped 180 bbls of newly mixed mud 
followed by 16 bb1s of saltgel mixed 30 lbs/bbl followed by 30 bbls Flo-Chek 
and then 15 bbls of water. Mixed and pumped 130 cu.ft. cement slurry 
mixed 1:1 with perlite, 110% silica flour, 3% gel, 5% CFR-2, 1% HR-7 with 
13.3 to 13.8 ppg density followed by 350 cu.ft. cement slurry with 110% silica 
flour, 3% gel, 5% CFR-2 and 1% HR-7 with 15.1 ppg density. Dropped plug, 
displaced cement with 234 bbls of water. Bumped plug with 2000 psi. 
Released pressure and floats held O.K. Backed off liner hanger. Picked up 
40' above hanger and broke circulation. Pumped 20 bbls of cement to sump. 
CIP at 1130 hours. WOC II Vz hours. 

While woe changed liners on pumps 111 and 2, changed rotory table, changed 
drill pipe rams, and replaced the kelley and shale shaker. Picked up 12Y." 
bit, sixteen 6-3/4" DCs, RIH and tagged hard cement at 671'. Dressed 
threads on kelley saver sub. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&:. 
Depth 

10-08-81 
II 126' 

10-09-81 
1!823' 

10-10-81 
1!903' 

10-11-81 
1!903' 

10-12-81 
1!903' 

10-13-81 
1!903' 

10-1/i-81 
1!903' 

10-15-81 
1!903' 

10-16-81 
1!903' 

Operation 

Drilled cement from 617' to 702'. Tested liner lap to 300 psi for 15 minutes 
- held O.K. POH, laid down 12Ji." bit, picked up 8Y2" bit. RIH to 702'. 
Drilled cement from 702' to 778'. Tested BOP, kelley cock, choke manifold 
and casing head with 1000 psi for 15 minutes. Held O.K. RIH to float 
collar. Drilled float collar, Ill' of cement and float shoe. Tripped out of 
hole and picked up 8Y2" drilling assembly consisting of 8Y2" bit, near bit 
reamer, sixteen 6-3/ li" DCs equal to with stabilizers 37' and 97' above the 
bit, and 2 X-0 subs- total assembly length = 515'. Drilled 1!9' of 8W' hole in 
3.5 hours from 1!077' to l! 126' with water. 

Drilled 697' of 8Y2" hole in 21! hours from 1!126' to l!823' with water. 

Drilled 80' of 8Y2" hole in 3.5 hours from l!823' to 1!903' with water. Rotary 
table drive shaft failed. Chained out of hole. Released crews for weekend 
and holiday. Ordered new shaft from Houston. 

Rig shutdown for repairs. 

Rig shutdown for repairs. 

Opened well at 1230 hours. Well flowed at 21./i gpm rate. Flow increased 
to 60 gpm within 5 minutes. Shut well in. Re-opened well at 1630 hours. 
Well flowed 60 gpm for 15 minutes. Shut-in (SI) well for 30 minutes; 
maximum shut-in pressure (SIP) equal to 68 psig. Flowed well another 5 
minutes; SIP after 30 minutes equal to 120 psig maximum. Pumped in 10 
bbls water at 175 psig. SI well for l!O minutes. SIP equal to ll!5 psig 
maximum. Rotary drive shaft arrived at 2100 hours. Installed Grant 
rotating head and drive shaft. SIP declined to 118 psig. 

Completed drive shaft and rotating head installations. Ran Rig Test tl! on 
li" choke manifold. Flowed well on 5/8" choke until wellhead pressure (WHP) 
equal to 57! psi. SI well. Maximum SIP = 588 psi. Attempted to kill well to 
determine its operating characteristics. Killed well in 2 hours, 8 minutes 
with l!lO bbls of water. Well required backflushing to reduce injectivity 
loss. 

RIH with 8Y2" bit and ten 6-3/li" DCs. Bit at ;: l!070'. Ran Rig Test 112. 
Maximum WHP = 801 psig; maximum wellhead temperature (WHT) equal to 
258°F. Flow rate about 61,200 lbm/hr at 726 psig, 226°F. Test stopped due 
to concern over WHP exceeding 12" Series l!OO valve rating. Killed well 
with l!50 bbls of water. RIH to l!880'. Cleaned out 23' of fill on bottom. 
Circulated 1 hour on bottom at 4903'. Pulled bit up to l!OOO'. Shut well in 
to wait on cementers. 

WHP = 100 psi at 0600 hours. Pumped in 20 bbls of water from top. Opened 
pipe rams. Circulated bottoms up. POH. Picked up 8-3/4" bit. RIH to 790'. 
POH. Well flowed lY2" stream of water during entire operation. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

10-17-81 
4903' 

10-18-81 
4903' 

10-19-81 
4903' 

10-20-81 
4903' 

10-21-81 
1+903' 

10-22-81 
4903' 

Operation 

Rigged HOWCO EZSV packer and setting tool. Picked up EZSV. Ran EZSV 
to 1995' and set packer. POH and laid down setting tool. Tested plug and 
liner lap to 500 psi for 5 minutes - held O.K. Rigged to run 9-5/8" tie-back. 
EZSV started leaking. Shut-in well with SIP of 150 psi. Picked up setting 
tool. RIH and stubbed tool into plug. Plug stopped leaking. Pumped 150 
bbls of water into hole below plug at 300 psi, 125 gpm. Picked up out of 
plug. Mixed and pumped 47 sacks neat cement with 2% CaCJ2. POH. Filled 
hole with water. EZSV held O.K.- no flow back. Plug in place at 1930'. 

Rigged and ran tie-back consisting of 17 joints of 9-5/8" 1+011/ft K-55 
Buttress T&C R-3 casing, float collar and stinger. Total string length equal 
to 705.72'. Picked up BOP stack. Installed 9-5/8" x 13-3/8" centralizer and 
pack-off. Started cementing 9-5/8" tie-back by mixing and pumping 50 bbls 
of cement. Air compressor shaft broke on cementing unit. Displaced 50 
bbls of cern ent out of hole. 

Circulated mud around 9-5/8" liner while wartmg on compressor shaft. 
Installed shaft. Mixed and pumped 191 sacks cement with 1+0% silica flour, 
3/4% CFR-2 and 2% CaCJ 2. Cement slurry weight 11+.5 to 15.5 ppg. CIP at 
1630 hours. WOC 7.5 hours. Cut off 9-5/8" casing. 

Nippled up BOP stack, 10" x 600 Series WKM master, valve and expansion 
spool. Tested separately the blind rams, choke manifold and pipe rams to 
1350 psi for 30 minutes. Tested hydril to 500 psi for 30 minutes. All tested 
O.K. - no leaks. RIH with 8Yz" bit. 

Drilled cement and EZSV plug at 1995'. Pushed EZSV plug to bottom and 
drilled up EZSV. Encountered 15' of fill below EZSV debris. Circulated hole 
with water 3 hours. POH. Ran Rig Test 113. After 5 hours of flow well 
reached maximum WHP of 811 psi, maximum WHT of 512°F. Flow rate 
varied around 110,000 lbm/hr at 650 psig over next 11> hour. Well opened to 
I+" line. Well died, throwing rock debris out of 4" line. Let wellhead 
equipment cool. 

RIH with 8!>11 bit, near bit reamer and 2 stabilizers. Cleaned out loose rock 
bridges at 920', 1160', 1370', 2960'-3007'. With bit at 3017' pumped 1500 bbls 
of water at 205 bbl/hr into well to cool well. POH laying down stabilizers 
and reamer. 

RIH slick with 8Yz" bit. Washed out loose bridge at 4055'-1+120', firm bridge 
at 4445'-4507', and loose bridge 1+600'-4741'. Circulated 3 hours with water 
trying to clean up hole. Picked up to 1+650' with heavy drag. Broke 
circulation. Pulled 9 stands with heavy drag from 1+650'-1+380'. Picked up to 
1+000' to mix mud. Mixed mud to switch to saltgel mud system for 10 hours. 
RIH to 41+24'. Circulated for 30 minutes. RIH to fill at 1+825'. Washed out 
78' of fill to 4903'. Drilled junk on bottom for 2.5 hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date& 
Depth 

10-23-&1 
5096' 

10-24-&1 
5498' 

10-25-&1 
5738' 

10-26-81 
60911' 

10-27-81 
61174' 

10-28-81 
6733' 

10-29-81 
6870' 

10-30-81 
7053' 

10-31-81 
7053' 

ll-01-81 
7158' 

Operation 

Drilled 137' of &Y." hole in 11 hours from 4903' to 5040' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation survey at 5015' showed 7Y>0 deviation; considered to be question
able. Tripped out to replace bit 1/10 due to high torque. RIH with bit f/11. 
Drilled 56' of 8Yz" hole in 5 hours from 5040' to 5096' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 402' of 8Yz" hole in 24 hours from 5096' to 5498' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 107' of 8Y>" hole in 6Y. hours from 5498' to 5605' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation survey at 5573' showed 3° deviation. Tripped to replace bit /lll. 
RIH with bit /112. Drilled 133' of &Y." hole in 8-3/4 hours from 5605' to 5738' 
with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 356' of 8Y." hole in 24 hours from 5738' to 6094' with saltgel mud. 
Encountered 5° temperature increase in mud-out temperature, a drop in 
mud resistivity and 9 bbls of mud loss at 5813'. 

Drilled 380' of 8!1." hole in 24 hours from 6094' to 6474' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 97' of 8Y>'' hole in 5Y. hours from 6474' to 6571' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation survey at 6530' showed 11° deviation. Tripped to replace bit 1112. 
RIH with bit 1113. Ran to bottom with no fill. Drilled 162' oJ 8!1." hole in 9!2 
hours from 6571' to 6733' with saltgel mud. Encountered 6 F temperature 
increase in mud-out temperature, minor mud loss and slight drop in mud 
resistivity at 6657'. 

Drilled 137' of 8Y." hole in 8)2 hours from 6733' to 6870' with saltgel mud. 
Higher rotary torque encountered at 6850'. Circulated lYz hours at 6870' for 
temperature survey. Rigged and ran temperature survey with Amerada-type 
wireline tool. Tool stopped at 6550', ap.f.arently due to coagulated mud. 
Maximum temperature measured was 1137 F at 6550'. Reduced gel content 
of mud to 2 lb/bb!. RIH to drill ahead. 

Finished RIH. Drilled 1&3' of 8Yi" hole in 14Y. hours from 6870' to 7053' with 
saltgel mud. While drilling at 7053' swivel locked up. POH to repair swivel. 
Worked on swivel lYz hours. 

Repaired swivel for 17 hours. Picked up 8Yi" bit /1111, near bit reamer, 1 
stabilizer, sixteen 6-3/4" DCs, 2 subs for 510' total length drilling assembly. 
RIH to 4000' and broke circulation. Changed starter on Ill draw works 
engine. RIH to 4940'. Broke circulation and circulated for !Yi hours. 
Repaired rotary clutch for lY> hours. 

Reamed 8Yi" hole from 4940' to 7053'. No fill encountered on bottom. 
Drilled 105' of 8Yi" hole in 5 hours from 7053' to 7158' with saltgel mud. 
Started losing 30 bbls of mud an hour at 7125' to 7158'. Stopped drilling at 
7158'. Mixed 5 sacks of mica--spotted mica pill in hole at 7158'. POH to 
11000'. Filled hole with mud--hole standing full. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

11-02-81 
7158' 

11-03-81 
7290' 

11-04-81 
7290' 

11-05-81 
7290' 

11-06-81 
7290' 

11-07-81 
7290' 

Operation 

Waited on orders 6 hours. RIH to 7158'. Broke circulation and circulated 
for ~ hour. Lost 30 bbls/hr of mud. Mixed 15 sacks of mica--spotted same 
in hole at 7158'. POH to 4000'. Mud loss reduced to estimated 1 bbl/hr rate. 
Broke circulation at 4000'; loss rate increased to 6-8 bbls/hr. Stopped 
circulating and loss rate fell back to 1 bbl/hr. 

Waited 6 hours on mud deliveries. RIH to 5000' and broke circulation with 
no loss. RIH to 6009', broke circulation and circulated for 15 minutes with 
no loss. RIH to 6700', circulated for 15 minutes with no loss. RIH to 7050' 
and found thick mud picking up weight. Washed from 7050' to 7158' and lost 
.:!: 60 bbls of mud. Mud loss stopped after circulating 30 minutes at 7158'. 
Drilled 132' of 8Y2" hole in 7 hours from 7158' to 7290' with 10096 returns of 
saltgel mud. Lost all returns at 7290'. POH to 4000'. Refilled hole with 
mud to surface with250 bbls over calculated fill-up. Closed pipe rams and 
rebuilt mud volume. 

Waited 6 hours for daylight. Filled hole to surface again with 20 bbls of 
mud. RIH to 5000', circulated for 10 minutes and lost 10 bbls of mud. RIH 
to 6500', circulated for 30 minutes and lost 30 bbls of mud. RIH to 7200' and 
circulated. RIH to 7290' and broke circulation with no returns. Pumped 100 
bbls of mud, mixed with 15 sacks of coarse mica and got 1/3 returns while 
pumping pill. POH to 3952' and pumped 200 bbls of mud. Hole did not fill. 
Waited 4.5 hours. Pumped 70 bbls of mud and did fill hole. 

Mixed mud and waited for heated, coagulated mud to help heal loss zone at 
7290'. Filled hole from 3952' with 20 bbls of mud. POH to run temperature 
survey. Cut drilling line. Ran temperature survey using Amerada-type tool 
on wireline. Tool stopped at 6187' probably due to coagulated mud. A 
maximum temperature of 489°F at 6000' was measured. Changed blind ram 
rubbers. RIH to 5952' and circulated with full returns. Waiting on 7" liner. 

Waiting on liner 3 hours. RIH and broke circulation at 6300', 6600' and 
7178'. Circulated bottoms up at 717&' losing 125 bbls of mud during lY2 hours 
of circulating. POH strapping pipe; no depth correction necessary. Spent 5 
hours unloading 7" liner on site. Spent 2 hours breaking and laying down 
sixteen 6-3/4" drill collars. Rigged and ran 7" peforated liner. 

RIH with 7" perforated liner. Liner hit tight spot at 7208', then stuck at 
7216', Jll' off bottom. Liner hanger slips failed to set. Backed off of liner 
and POH. Liner consists of 7" guide shoe with metal plate with ~" holes and 
83 joints of 7" casing. Of the 83 joints, 51 joints were of 2611, K-55 and N-
80 L T &C R-3 casing drilled with y,rr holes on 3" centers, 10 rows, and 32 
joints were blank 23, 26, and 2911, K-55 and N-80 LT&C R-3 casing. Casing 
set with guide shoe at 7216', top of liner hanger at 3318'. RIH with 6" bit to 
6700'. Broke circulation displacing saltgel mud with water. RIH to 7216', 
broke circulation and displaced saltgel mud with water. POH. Closed blind 
rams. Pumped !50 gpm of water at 200 psig for 5 minutes, then 160 gpm of 
water at 275 psig for 10 minutes. Shutdown rig and released crew at 1600 
hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

11-08-81 
7290' 

11-09-81 
7290' 

11-10-81 
7290' 

11-11-81 
7290' 

11-12-81 
7290' 

Operation 

Rig shutdown for weekend. 

Started rig up at 0800 hours. Prepared and ran Rig Test /14. Well barely 
flowed clean water at 3 gpm rate initially. Within 10 hours flow rate was 
still only 9 gpm at 88°F. At 2200 hours w~}l began to flow muddy water at 
115°F. By 2230 hours well was flowing 243 F water at 167 psig. Well shut
in for night with maximum WHP = 288 psig. 

Waited 6 hours for daylight before continuing Rig Test 114. Well flowed 
through 5/ 8" and 2" chokes until WHP reached 1000 psi. Shut well in and 
rigged up remote actuator for 10" Series 600 master valve. Commenced Rig 
Test 115. Passed maximum transient wellhead condition of 1129 psig and 
567°F and achieved stabilized flow rates as follows: 

Time Total Mass Flow Rate WHP WHT 
(Hours) (lbs/hr) ~ (oF)_ 

1655 151,000 947 546 
1714 199,100 645 500 
17lt5 21t2,000 181 393 

The well was shut-in. Maximum SIP = 870 psig. Flow was stable without 
fluid surges or rock. Laid down It" drill pipe. Shutdown rig for holiday. 

Rig shutdown for holiday. 

Laid down It" drill pipe, kelley and swivel. Removed BOP stack. Nippled up 
second master valve (10" WKM Series 600 gate valve) with 10" x 3" flange 
and 3" WKM gate valve on top. Cleaned mud pits and released rig at 2400 
hours. 

Vice President, Exploration 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

KAPOHO STATE l 

Wellbore Deviation Surveys 

Depth Deviation 
in feet in degrees 

85 0.25 

350 1.00 

748 1.75 

880 2.00 

1753 1.75 

2191 3.50 

2460 4.00 

2848 3.50 

3330 4.00 

3566 3.75 

4034 4.25 

5015 7.50? (Assume 3.50) 

5573 3.00 

6530 4.00 

7290 Assume 4.00 to bottom 

True depth 

Possible maximum drift from center 

JMR/tti 
12/07/81 

= 7,278 feet 

= 395 feet 



THERMAL POWER COHPANY 

1000' -

2000' -

3000 I -

4000 I -

5000 1 
-

6000 1 
-

7000 1 
-

DRILL!tJG LOG 

KAPOHO STATE 1 

]_ OlCXjy L.th l Renarks 
fH .fl+ -#f. 

-Iff -HI 
I# 1#-* 

~ Static Water Level 
No Returns 626' (Sea level=637') 

-t#-fl-t fit. 
I# -tff 

+ + +1-
+++ 

++++ 
+++ 

-1-+++ 
+ ++ 

+ + + + 

* ++ 
~+ ++ 
+++ 
+-t+-t 
+++ r- Production Zone - 4400 1 

-*-+++ ++ + 
++ ++ 
~+ + + 
+ + + + Additional Production 

Zones Indicated; 

~+-: Depths Uncertain 

+ ++ 
t +-t+ 
+ +-+ 
~ ++ 

-+-++ 

E:;) Subaerial.Basalt 

~~+-1 Subnarine Basalt 

ill} Mineralized Deposits 

Mud Out 
p. e role Ten ("F) W ll P f.l 

11.• 30" casirg to 28' 
20" casirg to 71' 

93 - .. l3 3/8" casirg to 
903' 

96 -

97 -

97 -
97 -

130 -
146 - .. 9 5/8" casirg to 

I 4072 1 

132 - I 
136 - I 

I 
146 - I 

I 
151 - I 
154 - I 

I 
166 - I 7" slotted liner 

... 3318 I to 7216 I 

T.D. 7290 1 

Ground Level= 619 1 above sea level 
All Measurenents Fran Kelly Bushirg 

(18 1 above ground level) 



THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

KAPOHO STATE 1 

Wellbore Temperature Survey*- 12/04/81 

Depth 
oc 

Temperature 
oF in feet 

4000 329.11 624.40 

4200 331.55 628.79 

4400 330.99 627.78 

4600 333.10 631.58 

4800 333.32 631.98 

5000 333.98 633.16 

5200 336.08 636.94 

5400 336.65 637.97 

5600 337.41 639.34 

5800 336.86 638.35 

6000 337.74 639.93 

6200 339.29 642.72 

6400 339.18 642.52 

*HNEI's Amerada-type tool and wireline; tool stopped at 6400' 
probably due to coagulated drilling mud slug. 

WLD/ikl 
12/07/81 



D:JN4.1: . ._Q J'.:\t4ES MURRAY 
.. • P. 0. Box 863 

Residence: 935·9189 Hllo Hotel Office Annex 

Richard J, Miller, Landman 
Thermal Po~er Company 
601 California Street 

Hllo, H•w•ll 96720 
Telephone: (808) 935·9725 

San Francisco, California 94108 

Re: "Kapoho State 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Kapoho, Puna, Ha~aii 
Tax Map Key: 1-4-01:2 

Dear Sir: 

July 10, 1981 

RECEIVED 
JUL 1 S 1981 

TP" 

Submitted here~ith please find the follo~ing: 
1, Four (4) maps denoting Easements covering the "Kapoho State 1" 

Well Site (75,000 Square Feet or 1,7218 Acres) and"Road & Utility 
Easement" 30-Feet Wide (47,896 Square Feet or 1,09~3 Acres). 

2. Originals of legal descriptions covering"Kapoho State 1" Well 
Site and the Road & Utility Easement, 

Please be informed that the "Kapoho State 1" Well Site has 
been surveyed and staked on the ground. 

Also, ~e are presently preparing a Topographic and Contour Plan 
of the "Kapoho State 1" Well Site and ~ill submit same shortly. This 
plan may need Stamping by a Registered Civil Engineer and approval by 
appropriate County Departments. 

Please revie~ enclosures and advise. 

encls, 
cc. Jere Denton, Vice President 

Ha~aii Operations 

DJM:hm 

Very truly yours, 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 

Donald James Murray 

EXHIBIT "A" 
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• • 
EASEMENT 

"KAPOHO STATE 1 11 

Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 

L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 

Beginning at a point at a pipe at the west corner of this par
cel of land, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to 
Government Survey Triangulation Station "Kaliu" being 8,982.83 feet 
North and 9,677.70 feet East and running by azimuths measured clock
wise from true South: 

1. 242" 58 1 

2. 332" 58 I 

3. 62° 58 1 

4. 152° 58' 

Hila, Hawaii 
July 9, 1981 

20" 

20 11 

20 11 

20 11 

250.00 feet to a pipe; 

300.00 feet to a pipe; 

250.00 feet to a pipe; 

300.00 feet to the point of beginning 
and containing an area of 
75,000 Square Feet or 1.7218 
Acres. 

MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 

By "lJ-~ r}a~ '"'--' Y?J~*"''-•'"( 
Donald James Murray 
Registered Surveyor 



• • 
ROAD AND UTILITY EASEMENT 

to 
"KAPOHO STATE l" 

Geothermal Well Site 
~ithin L.P, 8177 and R.P. 4497 

L,C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 

Beginning at a point at the northwest corner of this parcel of 
land and on the easterly side of the Pohoiki Road, the coordinates of 
said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation 
Station "Kaliu" being 8,223,20 feet North and 8,563,44 feet East and 
running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South: 

1. 284° 01' 146,45 feet; 

2. 249° 13 1 85.26 feet; 

3. 243° 34 1 101.26 feet; 

4. 242° 05 1 163,01 feet; 

5. 247° 24 1 440,08 feet; 
6. 242° 42' 248.58 feet; 
7. 237" 18' 77,82 feet; 
8, 228° 12' 117.13 feet; 

9. 332° 58' 20 11 31.02 feet along "Kapoho State 1 11 Easement 
to a pipe; 

10. 48° 12' 111,60 feet; 

11. 57° 18 1 81.63 feet; 

12. 62° 42' 251.22 feet; 

13. 67° 24' 439.92 feet; 

14. 62° 05' 162.01 feet; 

15. 63° 34' 103.12 feet; 
16. 69° 13' 86,74 feet; 
17. 57° 22' 20 11 157.28 feet to a point at the easterly side 

of the Pohoiki Road; thence along 
the easterly side of Pohoiki Road 
along a curve to the left having a 
radius of 182,00 feet, the chord azi-
muth and distance being: 

lB. 172° 12' 58" 149.70 feet to the point of beginning and 
containing an area of 47,896 Square 
Feet or 1.0995 Acres. 

MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
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None 
A.P.I. No ..................................... . 

·WELL SUMMARY REPORT· GEOTHERMAL 
Operator Well name and number 

Diamond Shamrock/Thermal Power Company Kapoho State 1-A 
Field County Sec. I T. I R. I B.&M. 

Puna Hawaii 
Location (property or section corner, or street center lines) Elevation of ground 

State Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 (meters above sea level) 

(Surveyors' Report shows exact location) 619 Feet 

Commenced drilling (date) Total depth Plugged depth Depth measurements taken from top of; 
7/8/85 (meters) (meters) 0 Derrick floor 0 Rotary table e Kelly bushm~ 

Completed drilling (date) 6505 ft. None 
9/3/85 Geologic formation and age at total depth Wbidl is 18 ft •meters above ground. 

Commenced producini (date) Geologic marker(s} Depth (meters) 
Tested October, 1985 Basalt 
Junk Top Reservoir 

None ~ 4000' 

STATIC TEST PRODUCTION TEST DATA } 
DATE (Shut-in well head) Total man flow data Separator data 

Temp•c Press. bars kg/h• Temp•C Preu. ban Enthalpy Orifice Water kg/hr Steam kg/hr A-eu. bau Temp•c 

10/31/85 70°F 425 79,170 369°F 153.5 1042 14,210 64,960 150 365°F 
psig lbs/hr psig Btu/lb lbs/hr lbs/hr psig 

.836 quality 

CASING RECORD (present hole) 

Size of co sing Top of coaing Depth of shoe Weight of New or Seam leu Grade Size of hole Volume of Depth of cemenring if 
(A.P.i.) (m) (m) casing (kg) second hand or lapweld of casing drilled (em) cement (ml) through perforations {m) 

30 in. 0 ft. 84 ft. -- new seamless H 40 36 in. See 
20 in. 0 ft. 1377 ft 1/94 new seamless H 40 26 in. History 
13-3/8 in 0 ft. 2700 ft //61 new seamless c 90 17-~ in. 
9-5/8 in. 0 ft. 4063 ft //46 new seamless c 90 12-\ in. 

PERFORATED CASING (slae, top, bottom, perforated Interval•, size and •pacing af perforation and method) 
7" liner- C 90- #26- shoe 6505' - top 3874' - 5 blank joints on top, rest perforated with 
1/2" holes on 3" centers, 10 rows (in 8-~" hole). 

Was analysis of effluent made? Electric lo11 depths Temperature depths 

Yes 0 No 0 None 0 - 6501 1 

In compliance with Title 13 DLNR Chapter 183 the information given herewilh 
is a complete and correct record of the present condition of the well and all work done thereon, so far as can be determined 
from all available records. 

Name Title 
Jeffrey J. Hebein Senior Geologist 

Address 
3333 Mendocino Ave., Suite 120 

City 
Santa Rosa, California 

Zip Codo.: 
95401 

Telephone Number 
707/576-1398 

Date 1-3o-o6 



WELLBORE SCHEMATIC KS-1A 

30" Casing ....... 
• 0 0 •••• . 

. . 
Table . . Water - -~ . . . . . 

20", 90 lbs., H-40 Casing .... ..... 
17.5" Hole~ 

. 

. 
13%", 61 lbs . , C-90 Casing 

~ .... 
. . . 
. . 

12.25" Hole~: 

C-90 Casing 
. 

' ~ I :~ 

9%", 47 lbs. 

... 
: I 

8.5" Hole--~~~ 

: I . 
: I 

7", 26 lbs., C-90 Slotted Liner ---tllti.,;..· 
: I 

r 
1: 

I~ 
1: 

I~ 
1: 

I~ 

... --0 •• 0 ••• . 
. 
- ~ 

~ . 
. 

.. ~: -------

. . 

. . . 
.. ~:---- - - - ---

. 

. 

.,-----------
... : - - ----. .. 

- 84' KB 

597' 

- 1377' 

1 

- 2701' 

3874' 

- 4061' 

• I .•••.• • .1·- - - - - - - - - - - - - 6505' 

All Measurements From KB (18' ab6ve ground level) 

9%" Casing Volume = 296 bbls 

G.L. Elevation = 619' 

Figure 3: Wellbore Diagram of KS-IA 



Diamond Shamrock Thermal Power Co., Operator -
KAPOHO STATE 1-A DEVIATION SURVEYS 

Dev. Angle Ace. T.V.D. Ace. Deviation 

0' 0.5° liS .99' I .0 I' 

159' 0.5° 274 .98' 2 .40' 

343' 1.0° 617. 93' 8.39' 

929' I .5° 928.82' 16. 53' 

1,364' 2.0° I ,363.33' 31. 71' 

1,728' 2.75° I, 727. 13' 47. 27' 

2,099' 4. 75° 2,096.85' 77. 99' 

2,722' 6.0° 2, 716.44' 143 .II' 

2,967' 7.0° 2,959.61' 172 .97' 

3,649' 7.25° 3,636.16' 259 .04' 

3,989' 7.5° 3,973.25' 303 .42' 

5,018' 7.0° 4 '995 .43' 437 .99' 

5,205' 7.0° 5, 181.03' 460. 78' 

6,505' TO 6,471.34' 619.21' 

Note: The maximum accumulated deviation is probably less than the calculated 

maximum of 619.21' due to spiraling of the wellbore. 

• 
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Diamond Shamrock ·.Luermal Power Co., Operator 

KS-IA DRILLING HISTORY 

July 8, 1985 Depth: 64' 

Spudded 1730 hours, center punched hole with 12-1/4" bit plus H.O., drilled 

12-1 /4" hole to 64 ft. 

July 9, 1985 Depth: 90' 

Drilled 12-1/4" hole to 90ft., opened 12-1/4" hole with 17-1/2" bit, at 90 

ft. 

July I 0, 1985 

uhuf,~ ·, 

Open hole to 26" - 34' to 87'. 

July II, 1985 

Depth: 90' 

"""1. I ';..._,.. 

Depth: 90' 

Open hole to 36" - 34' - 53', stuck @ 53', work free, cut off 42" spud 

conductor @ collar floor, fished out large boulder, placed 22 yd. 3 ready-

mix cement I: I sand 3% caCI from 49'-54', W .O.C. 

July 12, 1985 Depth: 90' 

Drilled cement plug with 17-1/2" bit, cleaned out to 90', cleaned out to 45' 

with 26" H.O. 

- I -



July 13, 1985 Depth: 90' 

Cleaned out with 26" H.O. from 45-87', opened 36" hole from 31'-42'. 

July 14, 1985 Depth: 90' 

Opened 36" hole from 62'-84', ran 79' 30" casing-set @ 84' KB, center 30" 

casing, cement casing with 7 yd. 3 redi-mix cement I: I sand/cement 2% 

CaCI, D.I.P .,W .O.C. 

July IS, 1985 Depth: 143' 

W .O.C., drilled cement 70'-84' in 30" conductor, C.O. fill 84'-90', drilled 26" 

hole from 90' to 143'. 

July 16, 1985 Depth: 211' 

One-half hour survey@ 116', repair rig, drill 26" hole to 211ft. 

Day 10 July 17, 1985 Depth: 380' 

Service rig and compressor, I hour surveying at 275', drilled 26" hole to 380 

ft. 

Day II July 18, 1985 Depth: 604' 

Repair compressor, 1/2 hour surveying N.R., mix mud and condition hole, 

hit water table@ 597', mixed mud, drill 26" hole to 604ft. 

- 2-



Day 12 July 19, 1985 Depth: 660' 

Drill26"hole from 604-660', survey@ 618', bailed for water sample 10 hours 

- 75 gal/bail - water @ 608' KB, recover water sample. 

Day 13 July 20, 1985 Depth: 749' 

Pump 100 Bl mud in hale, clean out 5' fill from 655'-660', drilled 26" hole 

from 660'-749'. 

Day 14 July 21, 1985 Depth: 899' 

Drilled 26" hole from 749-899', repaired rig. 

Day 15 July 22, 1985 Depth: I ,078' 

One-half hour survey@ 929', repaired rig, drilled 26" hole to I ,078 ft. 

Day 16 July 23, 1985 Depth: I, 195' 

Drilled 26" hole to 1,195 ft. 

Day 17 July 24, 1985 Depth: I ,258' 

Tripped for 26" bit 116 @ 1197', washed down from 980'-1018', pumped in 

100 bbls mud, drilled 26" hole to 1,258 ft. 

- 3-
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Day 18 July 25, 1985 Depth: I ,348' 

Drilled 26" hole to I ,348ft., serviced rig 0.5 hr. 

Day 19 July 26, 1985 Depth: I ,386' 

Drilled 26" hole 1348-1386' T.D. at 1386', conditioned hole with 200 bbl 

mud, pumped 300 bbl mud and L.C.M. (8%), surveyed, ran H20 fluid level 

probe, fluid @ 441' KB, cut off 30" conductor. 

Day 20 July 27, 1985 Depth: I, 386' 

Ran 36 joints 20'' H-40 1194 BTU casing w/Howco stab-in float shoe, total 

length 1379.37', set@ 1377.27' R.K.B., shoe@ 1377', pumped 837 sks + 10 

bbls H20 + 47 bbls super-flush, 10 bbls H20 lead slurry cement, 1778 cu. 

ft. cement- 1-1 perlite- 3% gel - 40% sil flour - .65% CFR2- I% c.c.; 

cement wt. 12.6 to 13.3 ppg, tail slurry 300 cu. ft. 185 sks cement w/40% 

sil flour - .65% CFR2 - I% CaCI cement @ 15.5 ppg. bump plug w/200 

psig, plug held OK, W .O.C., tag top of cement @ 478'. 

Day 21 July 23, 1985 Depth: I ,386' 

Pumped 360 cu. ft. 170 sks. cement- 1/1 perlite- 3% gel, 40% sil. flour

.65% CFR2 - I% CaCI, W .O.C., tag cement @ 435', pump 360 cu. ft. 170 

sks - 1/1 perlite- 3% CSL - 40% sil flour - .65% CFR2 - I% CaCI, W .O.C., 

tag cement @ 331', cement 13.3 ppg, pumped 16 cu yds redi-mix down back 

side mixed w/1/1 sand - 3% CaCI - 25% perlite, W .O.C., tag cement @ 

-4-
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148', poured 8 cu yds r di-mix cement hole, mixed 1/1 sand- 5% 1/4" rock 

- 3% CoCI- 25% per lit , W .O.C., cut off 20'' casing, welding on 20" Broden 

head. 

Day 22 Jul 29 198 Depth: I ,386' 

Completed welding Br den head, flange heated to I000°F, slow cooled 

w/osbestos wrap. 

Day 23 Jul 30 198 Depth: I ,391' 

Cooled casing head flon e, rigged B.O.P., tested B.O.P. at 1000 psig for 30 

min., held OK, drilled cement from 1375'-1377', cleaned out to 1386', 

drilled 17-1/2" hole 1386' 1391'. 

Day 24 July 31, 1985 Depth: I , 161' 

Tripped for bit@ 1422', ut +move drilling line@ 1422', drilling 17-1/2" 

hole, lost 50 bbl mud 1610', added L.C.M., still losing small amount 

below that depth, drilled 7-1 /2" hole to 1616 ft. 

Day 25 August I , 1985 Depth: I ,986' 

Drilled 17-1/2" hole from 1616'-1896', I hr- circulate and survey at 1,728 

ft. 

- 5-
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Day 26 August 2, 1985 Depth: I , 99 5' 

Drilled 17-1/2" hale 1896'-1995', twisted off @ 1968', circulate I hr. @ 

T .O.F ., fished aver fish, engaged and slipped off, fished over fish with 

smaller tool, engaged fish and pulled out. 

Day 27 August 3, 1985 Depth: 2, 126' 

Drilled 17-1/2" hole 1995'-2126', 2 hr. rig repair, I hr. circulate and 

condition mud, 5 hr. rig service, I hr. trip for bit change. 

Day 28 August 4, 1985 Depth: 2,372' 

Changed bit, cleaned out fill 2121'-2126', drilled 17-1/2" hole from 2126'-

2372', lost 25 bbl mud @ 2190'-2205'. 

Day 29 August 5, 1985 Depth: 2,688' 

Drilled 17-1/2" hole for 2372'-2688'. 

Day 30 August 6, 1985 Depth: 2, 722' 

Drilled 17-1/2" hole to 2722', circulated and conditioned hole for 3 hrs., ran 

back in to check for fill, no fill, circulated hole for 2 hrs., surveyed at 2722 

ft. 

- 6-



Day 31 August 7, 1985 Depth: 2, 722' 

Ran 13-3/8" 61 II vam coupled C-90 casing with shoe @ 2700', top @ 

surface, ran w/15 centralizers, float collar @ 2620', DU point @ 2456', 

circulated mud outside casing for 2 hours, pumped 30 bbls. H20 ahead of 

326 cu. ft. cement slurry containing 201 sks. Class G cement, 40% sil flour 

-0.65% CFR2, ran wiper plug ahead of cement slurry, opened DV parts 

w/850 psig, circulated 8 bbls. cement slurry to surface, conditioned with 

mud circulation for 5 hours. 

Day 32 August 8, 1985 Depth: 2, 722' 

Rigged up for tension casing cementing. 

Day 33 August 9, 1985 Depth: 2, 722' 

Set casing slips and circulated mud for 4 hours, jacked casing in tension to 

550,000 lbs. and 12.12" extension, released jacks and repeated jacking, set 

@ 550,000 lbs tension and 12.12" extension, circulated mud for 45 minutes, 

pumped 20 bbl H2o - 20 bbls. flow check and 20 bbls H20. 

Day 34 August I 0, 1985 Depth: 2, 722' 

Cemented with 768 sks. Class G cement - 50 lbs. spherelite per sack - 40% 

sil flour - 4% gel - 5% lime- 5% Halad 22A- 0.65% CFRZ in 2650 cu. ft. 

cement slurry @ II ppg, ran wiper plug and displaced w/377 bbls. mud, 

good returns to surface - .!. 200 bbls., closed DV ports @ 2457' with 1250 

- 7-



psig - increased pressure to ISOO psig, DV held OK before bleed down, 

CUt-off 13-3/8" casing, installed 20" X 13-3/8" expansion Spool, installing 

BOPS. 

Day 3S August I I, 198S Depth: 2, 722' 

Installed BOPS, tested pipe roms @ I 000 psi for IS minutes - held OK, 

tested S" pipe roms @ I 000 psi for IS minutes - held OK, tested hydri II @ 

700 psi for IS minutes- held OK, drilled on collars and cement plugs w/12-

1/4" bit. 

Day 36 August 12, 198S Depth: 2,856' 

Drilled out cement and cleaned hole to 2722', drilled 12-1/4" hole to 2747', 

tripped for bit change. 

Day 37 August 13, 1985 Depth: 3, I 04' 

Drilled 12-1/4" hole from 28S6' to 31 04', hung drillstring @ 2S92', rig shut 

down for repair. 

Day 38 August 14, 1985 Depth: 3, I 04' 

Rig shut down for repair 
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Day 39 August 15, 1985 Depth: 3, I 04' 

Rig shut down for repair 

Day 40 August 16, I 985 Depth: 3, 132' 

Rig shut down for repair, drilled 12-1/4" hole 3104'-3132'. 

Day 41 August 17, 1985 Depth: 3,474' 

Drilled 12-1/4" hole 3132'-3474'. 

Day 42 August 18, 1985 Depth: 3,821' 

Drilled 12-1/4" hole 3474'-3821', serviced rig, surveyed@ 3649 ft. 

Day 43 August 19, 1985 Depth: 4,068' 

Drilled 12-1 /4" hole 3821'-4068', circulated for 3 hrs. @ 4068' to condition 

hole for casing. 

Day 44 August 20, 1985 Depth: 4,068' 

Circulated and conditioned hole for casing, surveyed @ 3,989', checked for 

fi II on bottom and circulated. 
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Day 45 August 21 , I 985 Depth: 4,068' 

Ran 9-5/8" casing - C90 - 1146 - hydril threads, shoe at 4063', f loot collar @ 

3984', DV collar @ 3834', circulated casing 5 hrs to cool hole, pumped 20 

bbls. H20, cemented first stage w/85 sks Class G cement - 40% silica flour 

- .65% CFR2, slurry wt. 15.5 ppg, displaced cement w/267 bbl mud, bumped 

plug w/1500 psi, drop plug open DV collar w/900 psi, circulated excess 

cement to surface, circulated casing 2 hrs, rigging up casing jacks. 

Day 46 August 22, 1985 Depth: 4, 068' 

Circulated + conditioned hole I hr., tensioned 9-5/8" casing to 500,000 lbs -

33. 75" extension, pumped 20 bbls. H2o - 20 bbl. flo-check - 20 bbls. H20 

preflush, followed w/51 0 sacks cement w/50 lb. spherelite/sack- 40% silica 

flour - 4% gel - 5% lime - .65% CFR2 - .5% Haled 22A -slurry volume 

1,632 cu. ft.- cement wt. 11.4 ppg, follo~ed w/60 sacks cement w/40% 

silica flour- .65% CFR2- cement wt. 15.5 ppg, released plug, displaced 

cement w/280 bbls. H20, bump plug w/2000 psi, closed DV collar, cir

culated 80 bbls. cement to surface, good cement returns, cut off 9-5/8" 

casing and installing BOPS. 

Day 47 August 23, 1985 Depth: 4,068 

Installed and tested BOPS, blind rams held for IS minutes @ 1000 psi, 

serviced and prepared rig. 
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Day 48 August 24, 1985 Depth: 4, 068' 

Found tight spot in 9-5/8" casing slip area, milled on tight spot to allow 

tool passage, installed BOPS. 

Day 49 August 25, 1985 Depth: 4,212' 

Installed BOPS, tested 4" pipe rams for IS minutes @ ISO psi, drilled out 

float collar, cement, and shoe, drilled 8-1 /2" hole 4068-4212', tripped for 

bit change. 

Day 50 August 26, 1985 Depth: 4,325' 

Tripped for bit change, repaired rig, reamed from 4143' to 4212', drilled 8-

I /2" hole 4212'-4325', repaired rig. 

Day 51 August 27, 1985 Depth: 4, 759' 

Drilled 8-1/2" hole 4324'-4759', repaired rig. 

Day 52 August 28, 1985 Depth: 5,045' 

Drilled 8-1/2" hole 4759'-5045', surveyed@ 5018', tripped for bit change, 

repaired rig. 
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Day 53 August 29, 1985 Depth: 5,285' 

Reamed hole 4805'-5045', drilled 8-1 /2" hole 5045-5215', surveyed @ 5205', 

tripped for bit change, washed hole 5143'-5215', found 25' fill on bottom, 

drilled 8-1/2" hole 5215'-5258', serviced rig. 

Day 54 August 30, 1985 Depth: 5,843' 

Drilled 8-1/2" hole 5258'-5843', serviced rig. 

Day 55 August 31, 1985 Depth: 6, 141' 

Drilled 8-1/2" hole 5843'-6026', tripped for bit change. Drilled 8-1/2" hole 

6026'-6141', serviced rig, survey@ 6013' (no results). 

Day 56 September I , 1985 Depth: 6,505' 

Drilled 8-1 /2" hole 6141'-6505' total depth, circulated, pulled bock, and 

cleaned 2' fill on bottom, circulated at total depth. 

Day 57 September 2, 1985 Depth: 6,505' 

Circulated and conditioned hole@ 6,505', ran 7" liner- 68 joints- /126 -C90 

- vam threads- total length 2,631', set shoe at 6505'- top @ 3874' -lopped 

into 9-5/8" casing@ 187', I blank joint on bottom - 62 perforated joints- 5 

" blank joints on top, I centralizer at bottom collar, 3 centralizers at top 

collar, tripped back into hole. 
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Day 58 September 3, 1985 Depth: 6,505' 

Ron in hole @ 6504', displaced mud in well with water, circulated 1-1/2 

hours, removed BOPS, installed second gate valve, serviced rig, shut in 

wells for injection test and pressure build-up, rig released @ 24:00 hours 

9/3/85. 

End of Dri I ling Report. 
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WELL KAPOHO STATE 2 

Schematic: Existing Configuration 

~30" conductor pipe cemented solid in dug 
\hole at 28 • 

20" casing H-40, 94 lb buttress; cemented 
solid in 26" hole at 68' 

13-3/8" casing K-55 buttress to 1313' 

3 joints 61 lbs on top; 
30 joints 54.5 lbs on bottom 
Multiple cement jobs in 17-l/2" hole 

9-5/8" casing tieback, K-55, 36 lb buttress; 
cemented solid in 13-3/8" casing at 1093' 

fA·----- Cement plug emplac~d 25 MGrch 1983 

1--- 9-5/8" casing as detailed 
62 joints K-55, 40 lb buttress on bottom 
13 joints N-80, 40 lb buttress on top 
Cemented solid in 12-l/4" hole at 4209' 

~-- 7" Liner parted at 4396' 24 March 1983 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 

7" Perforated Liner; 40 1/2" diameter holes 
per ft. K-55, 26 lb 8 rd 

Liner standing in 8-3/4" hole; bottom on 
fill at 7891', top at 3981'. 

8005' TD 
1 

Spud Date: 

Completion: 

19 January 1982 

2 April 1982 

THERMAL POWER COMPANY 
Operator for PGV 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

KAPOHO STATE 1 

Wellbore Temperature Survey<'- 12/04/81 

Depth 
oc 

Temperature 
oF in feet 

1!000 329.11 621!.40 

1!200 331.55 628.79 

lil!OO 330.99 627.78 

1!600 333.10 631.58 

1!800 333.32 631.98 

5000 333.98 633.16 

5200 336.08 636.91! 

51!00 336.65 637.97 

5600 337.1!1 639.31! 

5800 336.86 638.35 

6000 337.71! 639.93 

6200 339.29 61!2. 72 

61!00 339.18 642.52 

*HNEI's Amerada-type tool and wireline; tool stopped at 61!00' 
probably due to coagulated drilling mud slug. · 

WLD/ikl 
12/07/81 





THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

KAPOHO STATE 1 

Wellbore Deviation Surveys 

Depth Deviation 
in feet in degrees 

85 0.25 

350 1.00 

748 1.75 

880 2.00 

1753 1.75 

2191 3.50 

2460 4.00 

2848 3.50 

3330 4.00 

3566 3.75 

4034 4.25 

5015 7.50? (Assume 3.50) 

5573 3.00 

6530 4.00 

7290 Assume 4.00 .. to bottom 

True depth 

Possible maximum drift from center 

JMR/tti 
12/07/81 

= 7,278 feet 

= 395 feet 
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10 August 1983 

KAPOHO STATE 1 WELL ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Drilling and Completion 

o Spud and Completion Dates: 1 September to 12 November 1981. 

Total Depth: 72901 

Drilling Days: 65 

o Casing 

30" 
20" 
13-3/8" 
9-5/8" 

0-281 KBl (cemented) 
0-71 1 KB (cemented) 
0-9001 KB (cemented) 
0-40721 KB (cemented) 

o Liner ? 1 

7" perforated~-72161 KB (standing in 8-1/2" wellbore). 

o Lost Circulation Zone(s) (Amount) 

I 01-1291 {intermittent) 
190-2391 (total) 
258-271 1 (total) 
321-4201 (total) 
440-4801 (total) 
1100-11501 (48 bbls/hr) 

1190-12501 

49501 

51401 

58131 

71251 

7280-72901 

(90 bbls/hr) 
(9 bb1s/hr) 
(7 bbls/hr) 
(9 bbls/hr) 
(30 bbls/hr) 
(240 bbls/hr) 

o A limited suite of wellbore geophysical wireiine surveys were run to 
nominally 40771

• 

o Interim Rig Test 

Three short duration (less than 6 hours) rig. tests were conducted on 14, 
15 and 20 October 1981 at a total depth of 49051

, open-hole interval: 
4072-49051

• Flow of hot fluid to the surface did occur but stable flow 
was not achieved. Maximum flowing wellhead pressure (FWHP) and 
flowing wellhead temperature (FWHT) of 811 psig and 512°F were 
measured. Particulate matter was produced at the surface which 
bridged the well and killed the flow. 

o Completion Rig Test (Test Series I) 

A 3-hour rig completion test was conducted on I 0 November 1981. 
Maximum FWHP and FWHT were 1129 psig and 567°F. 

1 All measurements are relative to the Kelly Bushing. 
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Bottomhole Temperature Survey 

Static survey run on If December 1981, 22 days after completion, between 11000-
61100' at 200' stations showed a maximum temperature of 61f3°F. The very low 
gradient of 0.79°F/100 ft. for this interval is suggestive of interzonal flow. 

Test Series #2 

A short test initiated on 16 December 1981 was designed to measure flowing 
capacity vs. wellhead pressure. Severe erosion of valves on the test line by 
particulate matter in the produced fluid, and high FWHP (111511 psig maximum) and 
flow capacity exceeding the equipment design terminated the test after 115 
minutes. During this test, a distinctively, audible "thump" emanated from the 
well. 

Casing Problem Suggestion and Wellbore Evaluation 

In early January, it was suggested that "an abnormality in casing or cement" may 
exist based on the temperature, pressures and presence of a gas cap during the 
recent flow test. A wellbore evaluation was conducted on 1-2 and 20 February, 
and casing leaks were determined to exist 900-9110' and 10110-1080'. 

Remedial Problem Ill 

The remedial work program was initiated on 111 April 1982 and completed 12 May 
after (1) running a solid 7" N-80, 26 pound, buttress casing from 0-1898' to secure 
the wellbore interval from external cold groundwater, (2) leaving a 237' fish 
consisting of a mill, sub, drill collars and drill pipe inside the 7" liner from 11807-
11570', and (3) changing the 600-series gates to 900-series. The mill became stuck 
at 11807' while attempting to clean bridges in the liner. During the operation, the 
9-5/8" casing was found jammed into the expansion spool. This event could be 
interpreted to be related to the "thump" observed during Test Series /12 (above). 

Test Series #3 

A 3-day flow test was conducted on lf-6 August 1982 to evaluate well performance 
with a fish in the wellbore and to clean up the wellbore prior to utilizing the 
separator system in the scheduled Test Series 1111. Mass flow calculations using 
the James' Method indicated an average total mass flow of 250,000 lbs/hr with an 
inlet steam fraction of 22%. Liquid flow over the weir, however, was only about 
3000-6200 lbs/hr. This discrepancy is attributed to the mechanical test set-up and 
the inapplicability of the James' Method. It was observed that the well 
substantially "dried up" during the testing. Stabilized flow was not achieved since 
testing was restricted to daylight hours only because noise levels from the twin 
cyclone silencer exceeded nighttime environmental limits. Note that this type of 
system (cyclone silencer) is designed for a liquid-dominated resource. 

Test Series #4 

A separator test was conducted on 11-28 August 1982 to provide unequivocal data 
with respect to the steam fraction in the produced fluid. The silencer was 
modified to reduce nighttime noise levels but a chemical emission control problem 
ensued resulting in a temporary shut-down of the test to install a rock muffler. 
Test data indicates that the well produces nearly 100% steam at a FWHP of 120 
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psig with a mass flow rate of 72,000 lbs/hr. Flow enthalpy is approximately 1185 
Btu/lb. Noncondensible gas content is low at about 0.2%. 

3" Line Leak 

At approximately 3 a.m. Saturday, 2 October 1982, a pipe to flange well failed 
just upstream of a 3" gate on the expansion spool that was barely cracked open to 
admit pressure to a ~" pressure line leading to surface pressure gauges. The well 
flowed uncontrolled for about 38 hours. The event was safely terminated without 
injury to any person or further damage to any wellhead equipment. Both outside 
tampering and purely mechanical equipment failure were considered as two 
possible causes for the incident. Plans were made to replace the expansion spool 
with a single machined component. Subsequent analysis by the FBI on sections of 
the broken ~" line revealed that failure was due to severe bending, thus vandalism 
is considered to be very likely. Inspection of the spool, however, did also reveal 
cracks at the welded outlet joints. Note that the flow from the well was virtually 
100% steam during the incident. 

Expansion Spool Changed 

While the expansion spool was being changed on 2 November 1982, Mr. 
W. L. Godare conducted an inspection of all wellhead components and prepared a 
failure potential analysis for both Kapoho State I and 2. In summary, cracks were 
found at each joint in the spool outlets, the internal bores of the master valves 
and expansion spool did not show any evidence of pitting or erosion, the packing 
seals in the spool were completely ruined, 5 of the 8 cap screws holding the 
centralizer were broken, and recommendations were made to change components 
when the well is placed on production. At the completion of this operation, the 
Kapoho State I wellhead was considered to be sound. 

High Shut-in Pressures 

As a consequence of the interzonal flow, a gas cap was forming in the well. By 
mid November 1982, the shut-in wellhead pressure on Kapoho State I exceeded 
the previous maximum of 1050 psig. Calculations by Mr. H. Dykstra suggested a 
maximum WHP of about 1425 psig could be expected based on the pressure at the 
first producing horizon below the shoe of the 9-5/8" casing and a calculated gas 
gradient. Mr. Godare conducted a wellhead failure analysis due to excessive WHP 
and recommend that, "Even though the lowest pressure rate in the wellhead 
assembly is 2160 psi and the wellhead is considered to be in good 
condition ..• (occasional) . . • bleeding ••. (the ; well) • . • is •.. 
recommend(ed) •.. " 

On 29 November, the gas cap was bled specifically to reduce WHP. Previous 
bleed operations were related to some other well operation. Pressure was only 
reduced to II 05 psi g. On 14 December, the wellhead maximum shut-in pressure 
of 1430 psig was reached. The well was bled again slightly, to change a relief 
valve and WHP stabilized by 24 December at about 1400 psig. 

"Running-Faucet" Sound at Wellhead 

On 6 January 1983, a 7 psig decrease in WHP was recorded along with a "running 
faucet" type sound emanating from the wellhead. Surface conditions at the 
wellhead were stable prior to this. Two interpretations were developed for this 
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sound; fluid was exiting the wellbore either from a shallow casing leak or at the 
first production zone below the casing. The bottom 900-series gate was first 
reported to be hot to the touch on 2.5 January. On 27 January, a 
temperature/pressure survey was programmed. However, upon opening the 
bottom 900-series gate, the WHP started to increase. Within 2 hours of this 
event, however, the WHP was determined to be decreasing. Stabilization 
occurred at approximately the pre-excursion level of 1380 psig. Cold water was 
pumped into the well bore but the WHP could not be lowered below about 1100 ' 
psig. A casing leak was interpreted to exist. 

Wellbore Evaluation 

On 17-18 February 1983, controlled temperature/pressure surveys were con
ducted. At approximately 670', a casing leak was recorded. 

Remedial Program #2 and Wellbore Evaluation 

The second remedial program designed to recover the fish and squeeze cement the 
leak commenced on 5 April 1983. Initial pumping of cold water down the wellbore 
did not significantly lower the WHP. Combination of pumping lost circulation 
material to plug a shallow leak, and flowing the well to allow a water kill, also did 
not prove successful. Drill pipe was stripped into the well during a flow mode but 
encountered an obstruction at 227'. Hole had to be swedged and then milled from 
233-62.5'. Drill pipe was run to 3673' and a water kill proceeded. Three cement 
plugs were unsuccessfully attempted. Cold water flows were postulated to be 
entering the wellbore at the 670' break. With well condition secured (wellhead), a 
wellbore TV camera was run to a 700' and Dia-Log's minimum ID caliper and 
casing profile caliper logs were run to 18.57' to evaluate the 7" casing sleeve. Two 
additional cement plugs were eventually set at 21.53' and 2147', respectively. Top 
of cement is at 17.50'. 

Review of Dia-Log caliper logs is interpreted as severely damaged, probably 
parted casing from 226-233', split casing from 362-363', and possible gaps at 
numerous collars (buttress coupling recess). The casing leak at about 670' appears 
as a collar gap on these logs. Most of the Dia-Log interpretations have been 
verified with the TV camera recording. 

JLI/ikl/crn 





June 13, 1983 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

FROM: Ed Sakoda 

SUBJECT: Review of Geothermal Regs, Chapter 183, 
Relating to the u2s Gas Accident on 
April 12, 1983 at the Kapoho State I 
Geothermal Well 

Following are excerpts from Chapter 183 of Title 13, 
Administrative Rules entitled "Rules on Leasing and Drilling of 
Geothermal Resources": 

I. Subchapter 7. Leases: Mining Operations 013-183-54(a~ 
"Operations shall be conducted with due regard for the 
safety and health of employees." "The operator ... 
shall notify the chairperson of all accidents within 
twenty-four hours and submit a written report within 
thirty days." 

II. Subchapter 10. Drilling: Operation and Maintenance 
013-183-SO(c), "The operator of any well shall notify 
the chairperson of any blowout, break, leak, or spill 
of any well or appurtenant facilities. The notifica
tion to the chairperson shall consist of a written 
report submitted within ten days after discovery of 
the incidents. 

III. Subchapter 13. Drilling: Environmental Protection 
Requirements ftl3-183-87(b),"Adverse environmental 
impacts from geothermal-related activities shall 

Comments. 

be prevented or mitigated through enforcement of 
these rules and of all other applicable federal, 
state, and local standards, and the application of 
existing technology. Inability to meet these environ
mental standards or continued violation of environmental 
standards by any well operator after due notification, 
may be construed as grounds for the chairperson to 
order a suspension of well operations." 

There does not seem to have been any specific violation of 
DLNR Geothermal Regulations which contributed to the accident. 
However, Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health Standards were 
violated resulting in a citation and penalty. The State Depart
ment of Labor and Industrial Relations, Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health, has required the violations to be corrected 
by May 11, 1983. 

ED SAKODA 

ES:ko 





THERMAL POWER 
COMPANY 

3 August 1982 

To: Residents of Puna in the Vicinity of the Puu Honuau!a 

From: Thermal Power Company 

Due to the interest in our geothermal project, we thought an update on our testing 
program would be helpful to your understanding of the geothermal exploration 
process. 

As indicated in our Jetter of May 28, 1982, we began second phase testing on our 
Kapoho State 2 well June 3rd. This program has continued close to our expected 
schedule. As you may have noticed we have since installed a new testing device 
on this location called a separator. This equipment will help us physically 
separate the steam and water flows, better determine the heat content and get 
representative samples of the.!iquid and gas phases of the geothermal fluids (see 
diagram). Since June 3rd we have completed various tests consisting of periods of 
continuous flow where both noise and odor abatement systems were successfully 
utilized and periods where the well was completely shut-in. 

We have decided to begin our testing program on Kapoho State 1. That well was 
initially tested last December, where we discovered that the noise abatement 
equipment was undersized. This equipment, a silencer, has been altered according 
to specifications given to us by our noise consultant, so we do not expect further 
problems. The testing of Kapoho State I will follow the general program we 
designed for Kapoho State 2. However, these two wells will not be flowed 
simultaneously at this time. 

We do not plan on any vertical stacking for Kapoho State 1. Vertical stacking is 
the standard industry procedure required to initially clean out the wellbore by 
directly venting the geothermal fluids to the atmosphere. The test line has been 
designed to try to eliminate the need for vertical stacking, except in emergency 
conditions. However, each well is very different and requires different handling 
procedures. We will inform the community, as soon as possible, of any changes to 
our vertical stacking needs. 

601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 





Testing of Kapoho State I is scheduled to begin August 4, 1982. We anticipate 
both Kapoho State I and 2 testing phases will be complete within the 3 to 9 month 
period indicated in our use permit application. 

We appreciate your interest in our project and look forward to discussing our 
'program with you. Our answering service number is 961-218i': If you have any 
written comments our corporate offices are located at 601 California Street, San 
Francisco, California 94108 and our Honolulu offices are 1600 Kapiolani 

_Boulevard, 8th Floor, Honolulu, Hawaii 96811, and my direct line is (415) 765-
0626. 

VALVE 

'EED 
L 

BYPASS HzS ABATEMENT 
LINE 

**GEOTHERMAL WELL TEST** 

Very truly yours, 

Rebecca L. Beemer 
Manager 
E.wironmental/Regulatory Affairs 





THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator a July 1982 

GEOTHERMAL WELL HISTORY KAPOHO STATE 2 

State Geothermal Resources Mining Lease No. R-2 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, State of Hawaii 

Wellhead elevation above sea level: 717.87 feet Ground Level 
735.87 feet Kelly Bushing 

See Licensed Surveyor's Report, I March 1982, for Wellhead Location 

Date& 
Depth 

01/19/82 
54' 

01/20/82 
103' 

01/21/82 
103' 

Operation 

Built !0' x 10' x 10' concrete cellar with 5' wide by 1' 
wainscoating and installed 30" conductor pipe to 28' prior to 
moving in rig. All downhole measurements herein are from 
Kelly Bushing. 

Finished moving in and installing noise reduction equipment 
on Water Resources International Rig No. 4. Kelly Bushing 
located 18' above ground level. Spudded well at 1100 hours. 
Mixed spud mud, picked up 1214" bit and 26" hole opener and 
center-punched hole to 28'. Pulled out of hole (POH), laid 
down 261' hole opener and drilled with 1214" bit (Ill) to 54'. 

Drilled 1214" hole 6 hours to 103'. POH. Laid down 1214" bit. 
Picked up 17~" reamer and opened hole to 102'. POH. Laid 
down 17~" tools. Picked up 26" hole opener and opened hole 
to 37'. POH. Picked up 26" reamer and reamed hole to 42.5'. 

Continued opening hole to 68'. POH. Laid down 26" tools. 
Lost 11" slips into hole as 26" reamer was pulled out; fished 
out 11" slips. Cut off 30" conductor casing and ran 2 joints 
20" 9411 H-40 Buttress R-3 casing, total length 85.12'; set at 
68'. Cemented with construction type cement with 2% 
CaCIT Cement in place (CIP) 1300 hours. Cut off 20" casing 
and iiipple up Blow Out Prevention (BOP) equipment and 
rotating head. Picked up 17~" bit (112), near bit reamer, 
shock-sub, upper reamer and 2-ll" drill collars; drilled 
cement from 55' to 68', cleaned out fill to 9!.4'. Note: one.!. 
5.4 Rm earthquake felt at site. 
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01/22/82 
174' 

01/23/82 
250' 

01/2,./82 
250' 

01/25/82 
300' 

01/26/82 
616' 

01/27/82 
7'J(1 

01/28/82 
76,. 

01/29/82 
923' 

01/30/82 
9.2' 

01/31/82 
9,.2' 

02/01/82 
987' 

Mixed mud and cleaned out to 103'. POH, laid down 1-11'' 
drill collar and picked up double stand of 11" drill coblars. 
Hooked up rotating head. Deviation survey at 92' was 0 15'. 
Tripped in hole with 17~" bit (/12), near bit reamer, 11" 
shock-sub, 11" stabilizer/reamer, 3-11" drill collars, 1-8" drill 
collar and 3 cross-over subs (x-0 subs). Drilled 71' to 17 4'. 

Drilled 86' of hole in 6~ hours to 250'. POH. Secured rig for 
week~nd shutdown at 2000 hours. Deviation survey at 217' 

. was 0 15'. 

Shut down for weekend. 

Started up and serviced rig and accessory systems at 0800 
hours. Changed to new 17~" bit (113); made repairs to hook. 
Tripped in to hole with drilling assembly and drilled 50' of 
hole to 300' in 5 hours. 

Drilled 316' of hole in 21~ hours to 616'; lost mud returns at 
321'. Stopped twice, once to repair goose neck and once to 
install fan belt to air compressor. 

Drilled 134' of hole in 13~ hours to 750'; no mud returns. 
Spotted 200 bbls mud at 700'. POH. Pump 100 bbls mud 
down hole with mud pump. Deviation survey at 720' was 0° 
45'. Rigged up to bail hole. 

Bailed hole for water sample for Hawaii DLNR. Fluid level 
found at 724' KB, 706' below ground level and 12' above sea 
level. Removed sand line off drum. Made repairs to hook. 
Tripped in to hole, mixed mud, spotted 200 bbls on bottom. 
Cleaned out fill to 750'. Drilled new 17~" hole to 765'; no 
mud returns. 

Drilled 158' of 17~" hole with gel mud for 23~ hours to 923'. 
~ hour servicing rig. 

Drilled 19' of 17~" hole to 942'; no mud returns. Circulated 
~ conditioned hole and POH. Deviation survey at 904' was 
1 00'. Secured rig for weekend shut-down at 0730 hours. 

Shut down for weekend. 

Started and serviced rig at 0800 hours. Ran new 17~" bit (114) 
in hole, mixed mud and drilled 45' of hole to 987'; no mud 
returns. 

L 
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02/02/82 
1232' 

02/03/82 
1315' 

02/0lf/82 
1315' 

02/05/82 
1315' 

02/06/82 
1315' 

02/07/82 
1315' 

Drilled 24.5' of ·171!." hole with gel mud to 1232'; no mud 
returns.· 

Drilled 83' to 131.5' in 191!. hours without mud returns. POH 
to 1160', mixed 2.50 bbls mud and lost circulation material 
(LCM). R1H to bottom, spotted 2.50 bbls mud and LCM. 
POH. Fluid level noted at .5.50' in wellbore. · 

Laid down 171!." tools. Cut off 20" casing and cleaned off 
ceilar. Mixed mud and LCM. · Pumped .500 bbls LCM mud 
while dumping cane pellets from surface. Mixed more LCM 
mud. Tripped in, washed from 1287' to bottom. POH to 
1160'. RIH and found no fill. POH, laid down 171!." tools. 
Rigged. up to run casing. Mixed 300 bbls of mud in pits. 

Ran 30 joints 13-3/8" .54 • .511 K-.5.5 Buttress R-3 and 3 joints 
13-3/8" 6111 K-.5.5 Buttress R-3 on top. Guide shoe and float 
collar on bottom· joint. . Total string length was 1314.4.5'. 
Casing set at 1313'. Rigged cementers and pumped 3.50 bbls 
mud with 10-1.5% LCM, vis 6.5 sec., had no returns. Pumped 
10 bbls water followed by 11.53 cu. ft. cement mixed 1:1 with 
Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, 1!.% CFR-2 and 2% CaCl,. 
Total slurry was 1477 cu. ft., 6.5% in excess of volu~ 
needed. Weight was 12.6-12.8 pounds per gallon (ppg). 
Displaced plug with 198 bbls water and bumped plug with 800 
psi. CIP at 1130 hours. woe 101!. hours. Cutoff 13-3/8" 
casing. , Pjcked up 1.6" tubing, tagged cement at .564' in 
annulus. Mixed and pumped 143 cu. ft. cement mixed 1:1 
with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, 1!.% CFR-2, and 2% 
CaClT_ CIP at 2230 hours. Cement slurry weight was 13.4 
ppg. "WOC. 

woe, .5 hours total. Picked up tubing, tagged cement at .540'. 
Pumped cement plug (112) with 210 cu. ft. cement mixed 1:1 
with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, 1!.% CFR-2, and 2% 
CaC12• CIP at 0430 hours. WOC. Fluid level recorded at 
434'. Laid down tubing. Shut down and secured rig for 
weekend. 

Shut down for weekend. 
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02/08/82 
1.317 

02/09/12 
1317 

02/10/82 
1317 

Started and serviced rig and accessory systems at 0800 hours. 
Picked up and tagged cement with tubing at 463'. Pumped 
cement plug (113) with 130 cu. ft. cement mixed i:J with 
Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, ~% eFR-2. eiP at 1045 
hours. woe 3~ hours. Blended new cement. Tagged cement 
with tubing at 454'. Pumped cement plug (04) with 100 cu. 
ft. cement mixed 1:1 with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, 
~% eFR-2, and 2% eae12• eiP at 1520 hours, woe I~ 
hours. Pull out all 14 jomts 1.6" tubing. RIH with same 
tubing 7 joints. Pumped cement plug (05) with same volume 
and composition as plug /14. eiP at 1800 hours. WOe 4 
hours. Pumped cement plug (116) with same volume and 
composition as plug #4. eiP at 2215 hours. WOe. 

woe, 2~ hours total. Pumped cement plug (#7) with same 
volume and composition as plug 04. eiP at 0130 hours. WOe 
2~ hrs. (Tubing is resting at 350'). Pumped cement plug (#8) 
with same volume and composition as plug #4. eiP at 0430 
hours. woe 3~ hours. Pumped cement plug (119) with same 
volume and composition as plug /14. eiP at 0730 hours. WOC 
2~ hours. RIH with tubing and tagged cement at 386'. 
Pumped cement plug (/110) with 200 cu. ft. composed as in 
plug 114. eiP@ 1130 hours. WOe I hour. POH and laid down 
tubing. Mixed Redimix 1:1 with sand, 40% silica flour, and 
2% eaet2• Pour 8 cu. yds. from surface. woe I hour. 
Again, poUr 8 cu. yds. and WOe 4~ hours. RIH and tagged 
cement with tubing at 286'. Pumped cement plug (011) with 
147 cu. ,ft, cement mixed 1: I with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 
3% gel, and ~% eFR-2. eiP at 2100 hours. woe. 

woe, 4 hours total. Tagged cement with tubing at 296'. 
Pumped cement plug (# 12) with 130 cu. ft. cement mixed 1: I 
with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel and ~% eFR-2. eiP at 
0130 hours, woe 4~ hours. Tagged cement at 296'. Pumped 
cement plug (# 13) with same volume and composition as plug 
I 12. eiP at 0700 hours. WOe 6 hours. Pulled and laid down 
tubing. Blended new cement. RIH and tagged cement with 
tubing at 352''. Pumped cement plug (014) with 60 cu. ft. 
cement mixed 1: I with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, ~% 
eFR-2, and 2% eael2.: eiP at 1330 hours. WOe 3~ hours. 
Pumped cement plug (1115) with same volume and composition 
as plug 1114. eiP at 1750 hours. woe 3 hours. Pumped 
cement plug #16 with same volume and composition as plug 
1114. eiP at 2100 hours. WOe 3 hours. Laid down tubing. 
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02/ll/82 
1315' 

02/12/82 
1315' 

02/13/82 
1315' 

02/14/82 
1315' 

02/15/82 
1315' 

02/16/82 
1315' 

02/17/82 
1315' 

woe 3li hours total. Pumped cement plug (017) with same 
volume and composition as plug 014. CIP at 0100 hours •. 
WOC 3 hours. Pumped cement plug (018) with same volume 
and composition as plug 014. CIP at 0430 hours. WOC 13 
hours while cleaning cellar and waiting for new cement. 
Mixed Redimix 1:1 with sand, 20% silica flour, 1% CaCI2, and 
poured two slugs of 8 cu. yds. from surface, with lli nours 
between pours. CIP at 2130 hours. WOC 2li hours. 

Poured 8 cu. yds. same as above. CIP at 0030 hours. WOC 
7li hours. RIH and tagged cement with tubing at 322'. Mixed 
Redimix cement 1: l with li" gravel, 40% silica flour, 3% 
CaCI , and poured four lli cu. yd. slugs li hour apart, 6 cu. 
yds. total. Tagged cement with tubing again at 322'. Mixed 
same Redimix mixture above and poured 2 slugs of lli cu. yd., 
then one slug of 5 cu. yds. each 30 minutes apart. woe l 
hour. Tagged cement with tubing still at 322'. Dumped 7 cu. 
yds. of '4" pea-gravel mixed with 10 bags cottonseen hulls in 
effort to pack off hole. Tagged top of gravel/cement still at 
322' with tubing. Pulled out and laid down tubing. Dumped 
14 cu. yds. '4" pea-gravel and 8 bags cottonseed hulls, tagged 
top still at 322'. Pulled out tubing. 

Dumped 15 cu. yds. '4" pea-gravel from surface, tagged top 
again at 322'. Mixed and poured 8 cu. yds. of Redimix 1: I 
with W' gravel by pouring two-lli cu. yds. slugs and then one 
5 cu. yds, li hour apart. Shut down and secured for weekend. 
A total of 40 tons of '4" pea-gravel were poured in plug 
attempt, 

Shut down for weekend. 

Shut down for weekend. 

Picked up and tagged top of cement/gravel with tubing at 
322' at 0800 hours. Dumped approximately 40 cu. yds. li" 
volcanic cinders from surface. Tagged top of cinders at 
320.5'. Dumped another 40 cu. yds. of li" volcanic cinders. 

Dumped another 25 cu. yds. of li" volcanic cinders from 
surface. Tagged top of cinders at 320.5' with tubing. Rigged 
and dropped simultaneously four li" x 20' lengths of rebar 
fixed each with one barbed wire tail, 50', 200', 240', and 260' 
in space between 13-3/8" and 20" casing. Was able to cement 
to surface with 7 cu. yards Redimix 1: l with li" gravel and 
2% CaCI • CIP at l300 hours. Cleaned off cellar. Cut off 
13-3/8" c~sing. Mixed up gel mud in two pits. Rigged down 
tubing and cement tools. Welded up 13-3/8" Bradenhead 
wellhead. 
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02/18/82 
1315' 

02/19/82 
13lW 

02/20/82 
1695' 

02/21/82 
19Hl' 

02/22/82 
2118' 

02/23/82 
2"'*' 

02/24/82 
2701' 

02/2.5/82 
2996' 

02/'H./82 
32.2' 

02/27/82 
33.53' 

Nippled up BOP stack. Pressure tested blind rams to 1000 psi 
- 1.5 minutes - held OK. Picked up old 1214" bit, sub, 3-11" 
drill collars, 3 subs, 6-8" drill collars. Tripped in hole~ 
Tested pipe rams to 1000 psi- 1.5 minutes- held OK. Tested 
Hydrill to 400 psi - 1.5 minutes - held OK. Drilled out float 
collar and 40' of cement to 1308'. POH mixed new gel mud. 
Changed to new 12Yz" bit (1/6). 

Deviation survey at 1300' was 1° 00'. RIH, drilled cement 
and casing shoe at 1313', cleaned out to 131.5'. Circulated 
mud at 131.5' for 4 hours while replacing damaged rotary 
chain. Drilled new 1214" hole to 13.57'. Tripped out, changed 
to new 1214" bit (/17), tripped in, continued drilling. Tripped I 
hour to repair rotary chain guard. Continued drilling to 
1384'. 

Drilled 311' of 1214" hole with 37 sec. viscositv gel mud to 
169.5' in 24 hours. I.ost 20 bbl/hr. at 1.500', 22.5 bbls total 
through drilling period. 

Drilled 21.5' of 1214" hole to 1910' in 24 hours. No mud loss. 

Drilled .53' of 1214" to 1963'. Tripped out of hole. Deviation 
survey at 1936' was 0° 4.5'. Changed to new 1214" bit (1/8). 
Cleaned shaker pit. Tripped in, cleaned 30' of fill off bottom. 
Drilled 1.5.5' of new hole to 2118'. 

Drilled t\ole with gel mud. Lost 100 bbls mud from 213.5'-
21.50'. Halted drilling. Yz hour to clean shaker pits. Resumed 
drilling, lost 100 bbls mud 2440'-2444'. 

Drilling 2.57' of 1214" hole to 2701'; minor mud loss at 2624'. 
Stopped Yz hour to clean 112 pit and shaker pit. 

Drilled 29 .5' of new hole to 2996'; no loss circulation this 
interval. Yz hour to clean shaker pit. 

Drilled 246' to 3242'. Yz hour to clean 113 and shaker pit. 

Drilled .51' in .5 hours to 3293'. Tripped out for bit change. 
Laid down 1 shock sub; pick up 1-11" x 20' drill collar plus 
new 1214" bit (119). Cut .56Yz' off of drilli':f line ~ rigg~d 
new line. Deviation survey at 3283' was I 30'. Tnpped m 
hole, with drilling assembly (1214" bit (1/9), 2-1214" near-bit 
reamers, 4-11" x 20' drill collars, 2-X-0 subs, 6-8" x 20' drill 
collars equalling 321.68'). Cleaned .5' of fill off bottom and 
drilled 60' of 1214" hole to 3353'. 
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02/21./82 
3.561' 

03/01/82 
3819' 

03/02/82 
41ll' 

03/03/82 
4217' 

03/04/82 
4217' 

03/05/82 
4217' 

03/06/12 
4217' 

Drilled 214' of new hole to 3.567'. 

Drilled 252' of new hole to 3819'. 

Drilled 292' of new hole to 4111'. 3° temperature kick at 
4028' along with 10 bblloss. 

. Drilled 106' of new hole to 4217' in 4Yz hours. Stopped drilling 
and circulated hole for logs. POH. Rigged up and ran 
temperature log (Ill), Gamma-Ray Neutron log, X-Y Caliper, 
Resistivity log, Cement Bond log and additional temperature 
logs (112 and 113). All logs were to 4214' except the CBL 
which was to 1313'. 

Finished logging and rigged down. Start in hole and found no 
fill on bottom. Circulated hole at 4214' for 2 hours, 
conditioning for 9-5/8" casing. POH and. laid down all drill 
pipe, collars and tools. 

Ran 13 joints of 9-.5/8" 4011 N-80 Buttress T &:C R-3 following 
62 joints 9-.5/8" 4011 K-55 Buttress T&:C R-3 casing with float 
collar and shoe on first joint. Casing was hung.in 9-5/8" x 13-

. 3/8" Midway hanger at 109.6'. Shoe was run to 4214', pulled 
up and set at 4209'. Total pipe length was 3104'. Circulated 
casing shoe at 3233' for Yo hour. Pumped 100 bbls cool mud, 
10 bbls ~ool water, 16 bbls salt gel flush (30 lbs/bbl), second 
10 bbl slug of water, 30 bbls Flo-check and third 10 bbl slug 
of water. Cemented casing with 1021 cu. ft. cement mixed 
1:1 with Perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, !4% CFR-2 and 
0.4% HR-7. Slurry weight was 12.7-13.3 ppg. Chased with 
350 cu. ft. cement with 40% silica flour, 3% gel, Yz% CFR-2, 
0.4% HR-7 at 14 ppg slurry weight. CIP at 1400 hours. woe 
8 hours. Released liner, pulled pipe 60' up. circulated in 13-
3/8" casing, no cement returned to surface in circulating 
material. Laid down drill pipe and changed out kelly. 

WOC 8 hours. Picked up 16-6 3/4" drill collars and 12-3/4" 
bit. Tripped in hole, tagged top of cement at top of liner 
(1096') no cement was above liner. Pressure tested liner lap 
to 1200 psi, took water at 4 bbl/min pressure dropped to 300 
psi. Rigged up to squeeze cement. RIH with open ended drill 
pipe (OEDP) to 1040' and squeezed 102 sacks cement mixed 
with 40% silica flour, 3% gel, Yz% CFR-2. CIP at 1500 hours, 
Displaced pipe with water to 1076', left 20' of cement above 
liner top. POH and WOC 4Yz hours. Trip in hole with 12!4" 
bit, tagged top of liner at 1096', no cement on liner top. 
POH. 
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03/07/&2 
4217' 

03/08/&2 
Ul7' 

03/09/&2 
.217' 

03/10/&2 
• 217' 

03/11/&2 
"16' 

Pressure tested liner lap to 1000 psi for 15 minutes. Held 
OK. Laid down 12l4" bit and picked up 8-3/4" bit. RIH to 
1104' and drilled cement to 1109'. RIH to 1601'. Pressure 
tested pipe rams to 1000 psi for 15 minutes. Held OK. POH 
and laid down pipe. Rigged up for logging and ran 22 joints 9-
5/8" 36// K-55 Buttress T &C R-3 with stinger (liner attach
ment) on bottom and float collar on top of first joint and then 
5 joints 9-5/8" 40/1 K-55 Buttress T &C R-3. Stinger set at 
I 096', total length of string was II 03.4'. Cemented by 
pumping 567 cu. ft. Cement mixed with 40% silica flour, 3% 
gel and Yz% CFR-2, slurry weight was 15.3-15.5 ppg. 15 bbls 
cement surfaced and was sumped. CIP at 2230 hours. 

woe 17Yz hours and cut off 9-5/8" casing, nippled up expan
sion spool and flow nipple. RIH with 8-3/4'' bit, drilled out 
cement and float collar 1040' to 1096' through 9-5/8" .casing 
tie back element. Picked up additional 4" drill pipe and RIH 
to clean out 9-5/8" casing float collar at 4165'. 

Picked up and stood 4" drillpipe in derrick while cleaning out 
cement to 4214'. POH. Laid down 12Yz" bit (/110). Ran 
cement bond log fJ' to 4214'. RIH to 1500' with OEDP, mixed 
and pumped 43 cu. ft. cement for a 100 liner foot cement 
plug. Displaced pipe with water and POH. Pulled flow nipple 
from wellhead stack and nippled up BOP. woe 5Yz hours. 
Mixed salt gel mud to use as flush when required on water 
below 4217'. 

Finished ·nippling up BOP on 9-5/8" casing. Tested blind rams 
and choke manifold to 1200 psi for 15 minutes - held OK • 
Picked up 8-3/4" bit (/Ill), 6Yz" near-bit reamer, 2-6Yz" 
stabilizer subs (36' and 96' above bit), and 16-6 3/4" drill 
collars. Tripped in hole 1000'. Tested pipe rams and kelly 
stop at 1200 psi for 15 minutes - held OK. Tested Hydril to 
600 psi for 15 minutes - held OK. Tripped in hole to 1395', 
tagged top of cement and drilled same to 1458'. 

Finished drilling out cement to 1490' and circulated hole 
clean. RIH to bottom and began drilling new 8-3/4" hole with 
water. Drilled 399' of hole to 4616' stopping !Yz hour to pulJ 
bit into 9-5/8" casing and pack the swivel. There was a 3 
temperature kick at 4460'. 
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03/12/82 
.5221' 

03/1.3/82 
.5623' 

03/liJ/82 
6202' 

03/1.5/12 
... .56 

03/16/82 
6618' 

03/17/12 
7029' 

03/18/12 
7f11., 

Drilled 8~3/4" hole until 0600 hours where ~ hour was taken 
to repair leak$ in mud line unions. Resumed drilling for 8 
60.5' total to .5221'. Cleaned out shaker pit. Noted a 3 
temperature kick at .5069'. 

Drilled 402' of 8~3/4" hole to .5623' in 13~ hours. Lost 8~10 
bbl/hr during drilling. Stopped drilling and circulated hole for 
bit change. POH wttye deaning mud return pits. Deviation 
survey at .5.599' was 4 4.5'. Changed to new 8~3/4" bit (/112). 
Tripped collars in hole, set rotating head and cut .59~' of 
drilling line. 

Finished cutting drilling line. RIH to 4200' circulating. 
Break circulation and RIH to .5623', found no fill on bottom. 
Drilled. new 8~3/4" hole .579' to 6202' in 21 hours. Cleaned 
shaker pits. Dumped in .50 sacks of fine mica to halt .50 
bbl/hr fluid loss which began at .5921'. 

Drilled 2.54' to 64.56' in 12~ hours. Tripped out to change bit 
and found one bearing seal was lost (attributed to heat) and 
parts left in hole. Changed to new ~3/4" bit (II 13) and put 
junk sub above bit to collect parts left from bit II 12. RIH, 
circulating 20 minutes at 4000' and .5.500', resumed drilling. 

Drilling 416' to 6618' in 10~ hours using water. Circulated 
for trip out to change bits. Tripped out, laig down bit /113 
and junk sub. Deviation survey at 6600' was .5 00'. RIH with 
new 8~3/4'~ bit (/114), circulated to cool bit 15 minutes each, 
at 4000', 4600', .5200', 5800', and 6200' and reamed .50' of fill 
off bottom. 

Finished reaming to bottom. Drilled .591' of new hole to 7029' 
in 23 hours. Lost 3~.50 bbl/hr during this period, specifically 
at 6638 and 6695'. 

Drilled 44' in 3 hours to 7073'. Hole got tight, worked tight 
drill pipe out of hole to 6980'. Circulated 1~ hours and 
washed back to bottom. Pumped 100 bbls mud through well. 
POH and was still tight to 6980'. Tripped out of hole, laid 
down near bit reamer and 2 stabilizers. Cut 14W off drilling 
line. Changed out rotating head rubbers while waiting on 
water to be hauled to site. Filled pits with water. Bit II 14 
was found to have two blown seals and loose cones. RIH with 
8~3/4" bit (II 15), 2 subs and 16~6 3/4" drill collars. Circulated 
15 minutes each at 4.5.5.5', 5272', 5898', 6520', 6800' and 695.5'. 
Washed hole last two joints and found no fill. 
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03/19/82 
71.50' .. 

03/20/82 
7213' 

03/21/82 
723ll 

03/22/82 
7554' 

03/23/82 
7397' 

03/24/82 
800,. 

Finished washing hole. Began drilling new 8-3/4" hole. Began 
caving in at 7150'. Worked ' tight joints of drill pipe out of 
hole to 6680'. Regained lost circulation, POH to shoe of 9-
5/8" casing. Decided to convert to mud drilling fluid to 
protect deep wellbore. Circulated and replaced water with 
mud to shoe of 9-5/8" casing. Rebuilt mud volumes in pits. 

RIH, circulating mud 10 minutes at 600' intervals to cool bit 
and replace water with mud. Reamed 190' of fill to bottom 
and circulated 100 bbls heavy mud, brought up cuttings. 
Drilled 63' to 7213' in 3 hours, at 7213' sudden! y lost 500 bbls 
at 270 bbl/hr rate. Tripped and circulated in effort to regain 
lost circulation. POH to 9-5/8" casing shoe and regained lost 
circulation. Mixed mud; filled hole and mud pits. Tripped in 
hole circulating 15 minutes at 600' intervals to 7048'. 
Cleaned 90' of fill to 7203'. 

Finished cleaning to bottom, circulated and conditioned well 
at 7156'. Cleaned remaining 30' of fill to bottom and then 
lost all returns •. POH to 6583', built up mud volume in pits 
and well. RIH to 7090', circulated and washed to 7183' and 
circulated there with high viscosity (80 sec., 8.6 ppg) mud. 
Able to drill. new hole l~ hour to 7227'. Tripped and 
circulated for bit change. Tripped out. Changed to new 8-
3/4" bit (#16). Did rig repairs, RIH to 9-5/8" casing shoe, 
circulating each 15 minutes, and circulated thereafter 15 
minutes at 600' intervals to bottom cleaning 60' of fill. 
Began dr,ill~ng new hole 9~ hours to 7236' losing 150 bbls. 

Drilled 10 hours, circulated bottoms up at 7398', pulled up to 
6444'. Tripped back in, found and cleaned 74' of fill. Drilled 
another 11 hours for a total of 3ll' to 7554'. 

Drilled 343' of 8-3/4" hole with mud to 7897'. 

Drilled 108' in 9 hours to 8005' (TO). Circulated for 2 hours. 
Worked tight pipe out of hole first 7 joints losing 200 bbls of 
mud. Pulled to 4170'. Cut portion of drilling line. Tripped in 
hole to 7764' and circulated for 10 minutes. RIH found top of 
fill at 7821' and circulated 3 hours. Allowed pipe to sink in 
fill, found it soft, 10,000 lb. going in, 20,000 lbs. to pull out 
of fill. Pulled up and circulated at 7764' for Electric logs. 



Geothermal W!!:ll History- Kapoho State 2 
Page II 

03/25/82 
800.5' 

03/26/82 
800.5' 

03/27/82 
800.5' 

03/28/82 
800.5' 

03/29/82 
800.5' 

03/30/82 
800.5' 

03/31/82 
800.5' 

Olf/01/82 
800.5' 

Circulated at 7764' and at 7804' for 12 hours for Jogs. 
Tripped out of hole. Rigged up and ran Temperature log 200' 
to 4260'. Rigged down and laid down drill collars. 

RIH with 7" x 9-5/8" liner hanger on end of 64 lengths drill 
pipe. Set liner at 7816'. POH. Rigged up and ran 90 joints, 
7" 230 K-55 Long T &C R-3 liner perforated with ~" holes on 
3" centers, 10 rows and 3 joints solid 7" 260 N-80 Long T &:C 
R-3 on top. Set liner on top of fill at 7816.2'. String was 
3835.2' long with top of hanger at 3981'. POH with liner tools 
and laid same down. Trip in with float sub on bottom of drill 
pipe and dislaced mud with water at 4000' and 6000'. Tripped 
in and washed hole 7636'-7816' displacing mud with water. 
POH and rigged up to log. Well took 200 bbls of water at 30 
bbl/hr during circulation. 

Ran Gamma-Ray Neutron log 4150'-600.5' and two Tempera
ture logs 100'-5975'. Secured rig for weekend shutdown. 

Shut down for weekend. 

Opened well and tried to flow. No flow. Rigged up and ran 
wireline temperature surd'ey with Kuster tool. 

Temp. @ 3620' = 200 F 
Temp.@ 7816' = 619° F 

Finishing temperature logging. Hook up air compressor to 
blow well free of water head. RIH with OEDP to 615' and 
blow off water. RIH to 1100' and blow off water. R!H to 
1400' and blow off water. 

Blow off water at 1400'. R!H to 1640' and blow off water. 
POH to 1480' and blow off water. RIH to 1820' and blow off 
water, 300 F slugs of water came up, closed pipe rams on 9" 
drill pipe. Well flowing hot, strong-dirty. Flow cut out a 
hole in manifold of 6" flow line. Shut in well with maximum 
WHP of 353 psig. 

WHP at 0 psig. POH with 4" drill pipe. Ran wire with sinker 
bar, bar hit bridge at liner top (383.5'). POH with sinker bar. 
RIH with 6" drill bit and knocked out bridge at 3835', found 
well clear to 4231'. Tripped bit out. Ran sinker bar, bar hit 
bridge at 5052'. Elected not to go back in hole to knock out 
bridge. Began temperatre logging. 



Geo.thermal Well History- Kapoho State 2 . 
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()IJ/02/82 
800.5' 

Verified: 

er 

Completed temperature logging. Temperature at 5000', was 
543° F. Laid down 4" drill pipe and Kelly. Ran fluid level 
indicator, level at 495'. Installed second 900 Series WKM 10" 
gate valve. Rigged down equipment. Released rig at 1800 
hours on 4-2-82. 

Vice President, Exploration 

SSW/ikl 
08/04/82 



THERMAL POWER COMPANY - Opel"ator 

Kapoho State 2 

Static Wellbore Temperattre SurveY*- lf/29/82 

Depth 
Temperature 

in Feet oc --
1+000 322.2 

11200 3211.7 

111100 326.8 

4600 328.5 

11800 330.11 

5000 332.6 

5200 334.7 

5400 336.5 

5600 338.0 

5800 339.7 

6000 341.6 

6200 3113.8 

61100 31111.7 

6600 346.2 

6800 31+7.11 

6916 348.8 

Op --
611.9 

616.5 

620.2 

623.3 

626.7 

630.6 

634.11 

637.5 

6110.3 

6113.4 

6116.8 

650.9 

652.5 

655.1 

657.3 

659.9 

* Pruett Wireline Service; tool stopped at 6916 feet probably on mud bridge. 

SSW/ikl 
08/03/82 
HA-PU-BR-BOl 



THERMAL POWER COMPANY -Operator 

Kapoho State 2 

Wellbore Deviation Survey 

Depth 
in Feet 

92 

217 

720 

904 

1300 

1936 

3283 

5599 

6347. 

6600 

True depth 

Possible maximum drift from center 

SSW/ikl 
08/03/82 
HA-PU-BR-BOl 

Deviation 
in Degrees 

0.25 

0.25 

0.75 

1.00 

1.00 

0.75 

1.50 

4.75 

5.00 

5.00 

= 

= 

(to bottom) 

7995.03 feet 

399.32 feet 
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. 10 August 1913 

KAPOHO STATE 2 WELL ACTIVITY SUMMARY 

Drilling and Completion 

o Spud and Completion Dates: 19 January to 2 April 1982. 

- Total Depth: 800.5' 

Drilling Days: .56 

o Casing 

30" 
20" 
13-3/8" 
9-.5/8" 

o Liner 

0-28' KBl <cemented) 
0-68' KB (cemented) 
0-1313' KB (cemented) 
0-4209' KB (cemented) 

7" perforated: 3981-7891' KB (standing in 8-3/4" wellbore). 

o Lost Circulation Zone(s) (Amount) 

321-1320' (total} 
1390' . (60 bbls) 
149.5' (20 bb1s) 
1.540-1.580' (?) 
16.54' (24 bb!s) 
214 .5' (80 bb1sfhd 
218.5' (30 bb!s) 
243.5' (12 bb1s) 

2624' 
4028' 
.5921' 
6400' 
6780' 
69.50' 
7210-7213' 

(.5 bb1s/hr) 
(10 bbls) 
(.50 bbls/hr) 
(16-34 bb!s/hr) 
( 60 bbls/hr) 
(.50 bbls/hr) 
(280 bbls/hr) 

o A limited suite of geophysical wireline logs were run. 

Completion Rig Test (Test Series #I) 

A rig test March 30-31, 1982 required approximately 33 hours of air lifting 
through 4" drill pipe (between 61.5-1820') to initiate flow. Test was terminated 
after flowing for 1 hour and 1.5 minutes because of erosion in the flow line by 
particulate matter associated with the producing fluid. Stabilized flo~ conditions 
were not achieved. Maximum FWHP and FWHT were 4.5.5 psig and 4.57 F. 

Temperature/Pressure S&rveys 

As one of the means to assess wellbore conditions, temperature/pressure surveys 
were run immediately after completion, and both prior to and after Test Series 2 • 
Maximum temperature, 670°F and pressure, 2300 psig, were measured at the 
bottom (690.5' and 6.500', respectively) of the 24 April 1982 survey. These surveys 
suggest both interzonal flow and the presence of two-phase flow. 

1 All measurements are relative to the Kelly Bushing. 
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Test Series 12 

The second flow test, conducted on 20 April - 1 May 1982, was designed to clean 
up the flow, achieve stabilize flow and measure well performance at several 
different orifices. Seventeen individual flow periods took place. However, 
throughout the duration .of testing, (l) stabilized flow was not achieved, (2) the 
well continued to produce particulate matter, and (3) a bridge was present in the 
wellbore at a depth of about 6914'. Maximum FWHP and FWHT were 1333 psig 
and .583~. · 

Loss of Temperature/Pressure Tools and Wireline 

On 6 May 1982, during a routine temperature/pressure survey under shut-in 
conditions at a depth of. 6200', the wireline parted at a depth of about 2000'. 
Approximately 4200' of wireline and the survey tools were dropped in the hole. 
The wireline used was .standard 0.092" carbon plow steel. Prior to this, 10 
wireline temperature/pressure and sinker bar surveys were successfully conducted 
with the loss of only the bottom 100-1000' of wire due to embrittlment. This last 
survey was made with a new spool of wire. The shallow break was and still is an 
engima. 

Fishing Operation 

On II May, a fishing operation was conducted •. Upon pulling out of the hole at the 
depth of 3400', the wireline broke at 2400', leaving 1000' of wireline, the fishing 
tools and previous tools and wire in the hole. The repeated loss of wireline 
resulted in a temporary deferment of all logging and testing operations until this 
material problem was resolved. 

Material Testing and Wellbore Sur-•eys 

The lack of wellbore flowing and/or static surveys were becoming an obstacle in 
analyzing well performance. With the loss of 0.092" carbon-steel wireline in 
Kapoho State 2, an extensive investigation was conducted for the appropriate type 
of wireline to use in this geothermal environment. After discussions with 
metallurgists from the steel industry, oil and geothermal companies, and national 
laboratories, and field personnel from Union's Philippines and Imperial Valley, CA, 
geothermal operations, Sanicro-28 stainless steel was chosen for service. On 24 
August 1982 during Test Series 4, Sanicro-28 was run successfully into and out of 
the KS-1 wellbore, but the entire length of run into the well wire was found to 
have been embrittled. No further surveys were conducted and a study was 
undertaken by both metallurgists from the manufacturer and Dr. D. Douglas, a 
UCLA engineering professor and a Thermal consultant. Analysis indicated that 
Type 310 stainless steel with moderate tensile strength would be the most cost
effective material to use. 

Shut-in Wem-d Pressure Monitoring 

With the realization of interzonal flow and the consequent formation of a gas cap, 
daily shut-in wellhead pressure monitoring was initiated. 

• 
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Test Series #3 

The third series of testing wq conducted between .3-1.5 June 1932 with a four-fold 
objective (1) to clean the wellbore of tools and wire, (2) to break the bridge below 
6900', (3) to clean up the fluid flow and (4) to characterize the well's flow 
performance. During the test a relatively small amount of metal debris was. 
produced. No wellbore surveys were conducted so that the status of the bridges · 
could not be ascertained. Production of particulate matter was demonstrately 
reduced and the wellflow was considered clean. Distorted lip pressure and flowing 
wellhead pressure data caused by mineral precipitates from the reaction of the 
abatement chemicals with the produced geothermal fluid building up in the lip 
pressure port and discharge line, precluded accurate determination of well 
performance. The field observation that the flow became wetter near the end of 
the test was made. 

"RU1!\ing-F~ Sound at Wellhead 

Around 20-23 June 1932, a running-faucet sound was emanating from the Kapoho 
State 2 wellhead. A wellbore evaluation program was designed utilizing the 
geophysical wireline logging cable and tools. 

Wellbore Evaluation 

On 14 July 1932, while pumping cold water into the wellbore, a temperature 
survey was conducted. A casing leak was detected at approximately 1040-10.50'. 

Test Series t• 

A flow test utilizing a separator system was conducted on 28 July - 2 August 
1932. Steam fraction, enthalpy and flow rate were accurately measured and 
found to vary significantly with wellhead pressure. The well produced a 
steam/water mixture at FWHP less than 14.5 psig, and a fluid with a 92-96% 
steam fraction at FWHP greater than 14.5 psig. A 100% steam flow rate of 33,000 
lbs/hr was measured at a FWHFI of 173 psig. 

Casing Leak Evaluatian/Metallgcal Testing 

On 2.5 January 1933, temperature/pressure surveys were conducted to evaluate 
the wellbore and test the recommended 310 stainless steel wireline. The 
operation was successful with the survey reaching a total depth of about 4300'. It 
confirmed only one casing leak, as previously indicated. No embrittlement of the 
wireline was observed in the field and discussions with Dr. Douglas indicated that 
additional study was not warranted at this time. 

Review of the casing collar log and casing tally logs indicated a 4-foot gap at the 
9-.5/3" casing tieback between 1093-1097'. A remedial program designed to 
cement squeeze the leak and to clear the wellbore of any bridges was initiated on 
2 March 1933. A cement plug was set at 1434' (top 1291') and six cement squeezes 
proceeded, all unsuccessfully. Cement squeezing was considered non-workable at 
this time; the cement plug was drilled out; and drill pipe was run to about 3976' 
where an obstruction was encountered interpreted to be wireline junk at the top 
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of the 7" liner (3981'). The casing from 3727' to 1202' was pressure tested and 
foond integral. A wireline spear was run to 3977.' with no recov.ery. Drilling on 
junk, spearing and milling to 4119' took place. The hole was worked to a 
maximum depth of 464.5'. Pulled_out·on\Ofe;· ran in and~could not mill by 4396'. 
Substantial amounts of drilvcUttings came out of hole ·at ~s depth, but no 
wireline debris. was recovered. A cement plug was emplaced at 317.5' pending 
further evaluation. Operation was terminated on 29 March 1983. I 

Wellbore Casing Evaluation ~~=c c ==~~--
On 1.5 April 1983, Dia-log caliper logs were run to a depth of about 2976' to 
determine the condition of the 9-.5/8" casing. Interpretation of these logs 
suggests minor pitting and/or erosion, a small hole at 97.5', the 4-foot gap at the 
tieback (as previously determined) and probable incorrect Jogging of a float collar 
on the casing records (1092' in records vs. 1052' on log). Logging engineer rated 
logged casing interval to be in generally fair to good condition. 

JLI/ikl/crn 



-1981 .. I .. 1982 .. I .. 1983 ... 
7 I • 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 • 7 • II 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 • 7 I II 10 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

KAPOHO STATE 1 KAPOHO STATE 2 
IRILLED a COMPLETED • 0 0 

0 0 DRILLED a COWUTED 
WIRELIHE LOGGING IGEARHARTI • A lltt. 

11l.l1l. WIIIELINE LOGGING IGEARHARn 
NTER .. RIG TEST AT ~· TO .._ ~ 

0 COMPLETION RIG TEST I KR1ES NOll 
frr-ET!ON RIG TEST 0 

TEWERATURE SURVEY SERIES NQ II 0 
IOTTOIII•HOlE TEMP !IJRV[Y• 4-&4oo' _. 0 

0 TEIII'£RATURt: /PR£SSURE SUIIV[y 

rEST SERIES NO. 2 0 
00 TEST SERIES NO: 2 

:ASING I'RCB..DI SUGGESTED A 
(]) TEIII'£RATURE a PII£SIUIE SUI!VEY 

lfl.LIICRE EVAUJAnONS DO 
0 DR1J111ED 4000' f1F WillE a T/,. TOOL 

IEMEDIAL PROGRAM NQ I ~ IIROf'II£O FISH, f"8HIIIG TOOL a r»t:/ ... UNe. 
rEST SERIES NO. S () 
IIITIATED SI·W._, MONITORING A IIITIATED St-... IIIIIIITOitM 
TEST SERIES NO. 4 0..0 

<>-0 TEST SE .. ES ND. S 
A IIIATEIIAL TESTING 

0 "RUNNNG FAUCE-r- SOINI 141 WELUEAD 
S' LINE LEAK 0 

0 WELL80RE EVAWATIOII 
CHANG£0 EXMNSION SP'OOL <» 

TEST SERIES NO. 4 () 
HIGH SHUT-IN WH,. OBSERVED A 

0 CASING UAIC EVALUATICN 8 MATEIIIAL TE£.1 
".._..NING FAUCET"· SOUND AT WELLHEAD ..... 0 

o--o ..._ IIEMEIIIAL I'ROGIWI 
WELL BORE EVAWATION 0 

A "" WELLIIORE CASING E\IIILIMTION 
REMEDIAL PROGRAM NO. 2 o-o 
WELL BORE CASING EVALUATION A 



PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 

TVO 'GEOTHERMAL VELLS DRILLED AND C()tPLETED 

KAPOHO STATE 1 7290' TO NOV. 81 

<. 1 13-3/8" K-55 54.5 POUND BUTTRESS TO 903' 
. I 9-5/8" N-80, K-55 40 POUND BUTTRESS TO 4072' 

1 7" PREPERFORATED LINER: 3897' TO 7216' 

7" SOLID CASING SLEEVE: TO 1898' IN MAY 82 
/ .; 

TEST FLOW: . 100% STEAM 72,000 LBS/HR 
. ' 

MAX TEMP_ RECORDED: 650°F OR 343°C AT 6400' 

' 

KAPOHO STATE 2 8005' TO APR. 82 

120 PSIG 

13-3/8" K-55 54.5 POUND BUTTRESS TO 1313' 
9-5/8" K-55 & N-80 40 POUND BUTTRESS TO 4209' 
7 PREPERFORATED LINER: 3908' TO 7816' 

-, 
~ \ / 

TEST FLOW: 1 100% STEAM ) 41.000 LBS/HR 120 PSIG 
~ ._, __ __.... 

MAX TEMP RECORDED: 670°F OR 355°C AT 6900' 



PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 

ROCK SECTION: BASALT LAVAS AND DIKES 

lOD-1300 · AQUIFERS 9QOF OR 320C 

250D-41XXY IMPERMEABLE ROCK 

RESERVOIR: THREE PRODUCTION ZONES 

DE~IH CUABACIER IEMPERAIUHES 

4300 LIQUID DOM? ' 5000F 2600C 
600)' TWO PHASE ' 6Q50F 3530C 

/ 

j ]2JJJ TWO PHASE? 7000F 3710C 

PRODUCTION: FAVORABLE 100% STEAM 

o LOW TOTAL GAS, BUT H2S AT UOOPPM 
--------

o HIGH PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE UPON 
OPENING WELL TO FLOW 

RESERVESc ESTIMATED o M W • 
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PRESSURE (psig) 
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Kapoho State · 2 

Spud: 19 .Jan 1982 
ComP' 2 Apr 1982 

Surveys 
0 14 Apri I 1982 
.ct. 17 April 1982lt 
0 24 April 1982 u 
G 29 April 1982 ux 

1 

Plotted Ia the shape of the pressure VI depth profile except 
where measurments were only taken at selected Intervals 
(dart symbols and dashed lines) 

TD-8005' • 2 dar• after soapstlck operation started 
u lmmedlatly offer 2 days Intermittent flow 

au lmmedl atlr after flow testing 



PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 

WELL FLOW TESTING PROBLEMS 

OPENING PRESSURE TO 1350 PSIG AND TEMPERATURE 
PEAKS TO 5800F OR 3050C REQUIRES 900 SERIES WKM 
WELLHEAD GATES 

PARTICULATE MATTER ERODED VALVES AND PIPING 
RESULTING IN SHUTDOWNS 

CHEMICAL ABATEMENT ALSO CAUSED CUT-OUTS IN TEST 
FLOW LINE RESULTING IN SHUTDOWNS 

FLOW STOPPAGES CAUSES DEBRIS BUILDING IN WELLBORE 

SHALLOW THERMAL STRESS LEADS TO CASING FAILURE 

o MARKED THERMAL FLUX UPON OPENING . 
o REPEATED THERMAL CYCLING 

. -" ' 
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WELL STATUS 

PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 

STATUS AND OPTIONS 

K$-1 SUSPENDED: CEMENT PLUG 175Q-2250' 

K$-2 SUSPENDED: CEMENT PLUG 2994-3225' 

BOTH STABLE-SAFE- NO WELLHEAD PRESSURE 

WELL OPTIONS 

·ABANDON K$-1 PRODUCTION ZONE AND CONVERT TO 
INJECTION OR WATER SUPPLY WELL 

REDRILL-RECOMPLETE K$-2 , 

DRILL NEW WELL , 



WELL SUMMARY REPORT· GEOTHERMAL 

Operator THERMAL POWER· COMPANY 
We• II n.;.•mt• and numht·r 

KAPOHO STATE 2 
Field PUNA County 

HAWAII sEr·sJRVEY ~PORT I a.&M. 

~fAt'E" &EorH'£RM..\Lc'R'Esou'RC'Es ·MrN'I ttG''l EAst R- 2 
Elevation of ground 
tfeet ~hove sea level) 

KAPOHO, PUNA, HAWAII. (LICENCED SURVEYERS REPORT SHOWS EXACT LOCATION 717.87' 
CommenC't-d drilling (date) Total depth Plugged depth Depth measurements taken from top of: 

1-19-82 (feet) (feet) 0 Derrick floor 0 Rotary table tXJ Kelly bushing 
Completed drilling (date) 8005' N/A 

4-2-82 Geologic formation and age at total depth Which is 18 feet above ground. 

Commenced producing (date) Geologic marker(s) oeoth < fee tl 
N/A BASALT 

junk 
NONE N/A 

Not IE 

STATIC TEST '---- PRODUCTION TEST DATA 
(Shut~in well head) -

~-·-r-a".-.;r;;.~-.;fl~w d~to ScP~rator data 
. 

DATE 
T .... ,.-f ----· 

PressPS1 lb/hr Temp • f Preu.OS i Enthalp, Otific. ••••• 1 Qih ~OM lb/~ """'cisic1 T~F 

3-31-82 448 605 305,000 387 230 -- -- -- -- -- --

CASING RECORD (present hale) 

51&e of ca.slnt Top .I cashlt Depth of •h- WeiPt of New or s. ........ Greda Sin of hole Volume of 
3

!, Depth of c:emeftti"V if 
(A.P .1.) ft ft casll\9 lbs secancl hancl or lapweld af casi"l drilled in c:e-nt _yd throuvh perforotions f 

30" SURFACE 28' - - -
20" " 68' 94 H40 26" 

13 3/8" " 1313' 54.5,61 ALL SEAMLESS K55 17;," 
9 5/8" " 4209' 36, 40 NEW K55, N80 121,o" 

7" 3891' 7816' 1?3 26 K55 N80 BJ." 
PERFORATED CASING (elae, tep, Mttom, ,...foroted intervals, size and spacing of perforation and method) 

7" 1 iner top at 3891', bottom at 7216'. 

-
12 

408 
190 

-

Perforations below 4100' are~" holes drilled on 3" centers and 10 rows. 
Was au lysis of effluent made? Electric loa: depths Temperatwe depths 

Yes 0 No[] 4216' 6916' 

N/A 

In compliance w1th Section 13-183-85 of Title 13, Sub-title 7·; Chapter 183, Sub-chapter 12 
of the Administrative Rules, of the Department of Land and Natural Resources, State of 
Hawa1i,the. jnformation herewith is com lee and orr 

Nome 
W. L.' D'Olier 

Title 
Vice President, Exploration 

Address 
601 California 

City . 
San Franc1sco, 

Telelll!'!l'• ~umber 
41:1/981-5700 

t 
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WELL SUMMARY REPORT- GEOTHERMAL 
0p:!ralor THERMAL POWER COMPANY W•·ll n<~nw und numlwr 

KAPOHO STATE 2 
Fie-ld PUNA County 

HAWAII s~r·sJRvEv *PORT-~ R.&M. 

~r;w· G'Eo'Tii'ERMt'itNou'RC"Es 'M'iN11N.G'TEA'sf R-2 
Elevation of iJ:tound 
ffeet }bo\·eo sra level) 

KAPOHO, PUNA, HAWAII. (LICENCED SURVEYERS REPORT SHOWS EXACT LOCATION 717.87' 
CommenC'f"d drilling (date-) Total drpth Plucced depth Depth measurements taken from top of: 

1-19-82 (feet) (feet) O Derrick floor 0 Rotary table txJ Krll)' bushing 
Comple-ted drilling (date) 8005' N/A 

4-2-82 Geolov;ic formation and aae at total depth Which is 18 feet above cround. 

Commenced producing (date) Geologic rnarker(s) Depth< feet> 
N/A BASALT 

junk 

NONE N/A 
NOrlE 

STATIC TEST 
~---

PRODUCTION TEST DATA 
DATE (Shut-in well head) . --- i O:t;i ;.;.-.·.;·flaw clata Se-parator clota 

7.;;. F f.~ .. p-s 1 lb/hr T •• ,. I ,, .... psi b E"~IPr Ofifice '!···· J bjh s;.~ lbit . ' ---,. .. os i c r.~. · F 

3-31-82 448 605 305,000 387 230 -- -- -- -- -- --

CASING RECORD("'"""' hole) 

Siao ef casi"t Tep of casing Depth of shoo .. , ...... Now • s...a.ss G.a4o Siso of hole Valvmo of l Depth of ceiMnling il 
(A.P.I.) ft ft •••l•o lbs socefttl hotMI -.. ,..."' of casing drille4 in COIIIOnl vd throuth perforations ft 

30" SURFACE 28' - - -
20" " 68' 94 H40 26" 

13 3/8" " 1313' 54.5,61 ALL SEAMLESS K55 17~" 
9 5/8" " 4209' 36, 40 NEW K55, N80 12~" 

7" 3891' 7816' ~3. 26 K55 N80 -~ .. 
PERFORATED CASING (sl&o, top, ltoHolft, .. rfer-.4 lnter.ola. •J&• oncl spec•nt of perforot1on ond 111ethocl) 

7" 1 i ner top at 3891' , bottom at 7216' . 

-
12 

408 
190 

-

Perforations below 4100' are ~" holes drilled on 3" centers and 10 rows. 
Was analyaia of effluent mad@? EJec:ttic loc depth• Temperature deptha 

v .. C::: No[] 4216' 6916' 

N/A 

Jn compliance wfth Section 13-183-85 of Title 13, Sub-title 71 Chapter 183, Sub-chapter 12 
of the Administrative Rules, of the Department of Land and Natural Resources, State of 
Hawaii,the. information herewith is c le nd rr 

Addreaa 
601 California 

City . 
San Franc1sco, 

Zi~ Code 
94108 

Telepi]O)le Jl:umber 
41:JN81-5700 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 1 December 1981 

GEOTHERMAL WELL HISTORY KAPOHO STATE 1 

Date & 
Depth 

09-01-81 
34' 

09-02-81 
102' 

09-03-81 
102' 

09-04-81 
102' 

09-05-81 
102' 

State Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, State of Hawaii 

Wellhead Elevations above Sea Level: 618.77 feet Ground Level 
636.77 feet Kelly Bushing 

See Licensed Surveyor's Report 7/10/81 For Exact Location 

Operation 

Built 10' x 10' x 10' concrete cellar with 5' wide by 1' wainscoating and 
installed 30" conductor pipe to 28' depth prior to moving in drilling rig. All 
depth measurements are from Kelly Bushing (KB). 

Finished moving in and installing noise reduction equipment on Water 
Resources International (WRI) Rig No. 4. Kelley Bushing located 18' above 
ground level. Spudded well at 1330 hours. Mixed mud, picked up 12li." bit 
and 26" hole opener and center punched hole to 34'. Laid down 26" hole 
opener. 

Shutdown 11 hours to avoid making excessive noise at night. Picked up 12li." 
bit and drilled to 35'. Lost circulation completely. Tripped to remove jets 
from bit. Drilled ahead with 12li." bit to 102' with no returns using mud
mixing pump pumping at 1 bbl/min rate. Encountered two foot void from 
68'-70'. 

Shutdown 8 hours to avoid making excessive noise at night. Cleaned out 
12Y•" hole to 1 02'. Surveyed at 85' - li. 0 deviation. Pulled out of hole (POH). 
Laid down 12Y•" tools. Picked up 17Y.z" hole opener. Opened 12li." hole up to 
17Y•" to 102'. Laid down 17Y.z" tools and pic)<ed up 26" tools. 

Opened 17Y•" hole up to 26". Conditioned hole to run casing. Laid down 26" 
tools. Cut off 30" conductor and ran 2 joints of 20" 9411 K-55 Buttress 
casing, total length 85.15'. Casing set at 71' KB. Cemented casing with 14 
cubic yards Class G cement with 296 CaCl followed with 14 yards 
construction cement with Y•" gravel and 296 CaC12• Cement in place (CIP) 
2230 hours. 

Nippled up blowout prevention equipment, picked up tools and mixed mud. 





THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

09-06-81 
102' 

09-07-81 
102' 

09-08-81 
!59' 

09-09-81 
1>57' 

09-10-81 
706' 

09-11-81 
782' 

09-12-81 
8/flf' 

09-13-81 
8/f/f' 

09-1/f-81 
915' 

09-15-81 
915' 

Operation 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Waited 8 hours for daylight to avoid making excessive noise. Finished 
nippling up blowout prevention (BOP) stack. Picked up 17Yz" tools and 
cleaned out cement to 102'. Drilled 57' of 17Yz" hole to !59' with mud. 

Drilled 298' of 17Yz" hole with aereated mud from !59' to 1>57' in 22Yz hours. 
Took deviation survey at 350' - I 0 deviation recorded. 

Drilled 21>9' of 17Yz" hole with aereated mud from 1>57' to 706' in 21Yz hours. 
Mixed 200 bbls of mud and pumped into hole in an unsuccessful attempt to 
fill it. 

Picked up 9-5/8" x 30' bailer. Ran in hole (RIH). Top of liquid at 51>0'. 
Bailed liquids down to 630'. Obtained water sample for State at 608' below 
ground level (II' above sea level). Maximum reading thermometer on bailer 
read 1!3°F. Laid down bailer. Mixed mud. Picked up 17Yz" drilling 
assembly and ran in hole. Cleaned out 8' of fill. Drilled 76' of 17Yz" hole 
with mud without returns from 706' to 782'. Surveyed at 71>8'--1-3/1>0 

deviation recorded. 

Drilled 62' of 17Yz" hole with mud without returns from 782' to 8/f/f'. Pulled 
out of hole and secured rig for weekend shutdown. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Ran in hole to 8/f/f' with 17Yz" bit, near bit reamer, shock sub, 20' drill collar 
(DC), stabilizer, three II" DC, six 8" DC, two crossover (XO) subs. No fill 
encountered. Drilled 71' of 17Y•" hole with mud with no returns from 8/flf' to 
915'. Pumped 100 bbls of mud into hole in,an unsuccessful attempt to fill 
the hole. Pulled out of hole and laid down 17Yz" tools. Mixed mud and lost 
circulation material (LCM). Ran in hole with open-ended drill pipe (OEDP) 
to 815'. 

Continued to mix mud and LCM. Pumped 1>00 bbls of mud and LCM in hole 
unsuccessfully trying to fill the hole. Staged in an addi tiona! 800 bbls of 
mud and LCM. Pulled OEDP out of hole. Received permission from State 
of Hawaii representative to forgo running logs due to LC conditions; ran 13-
3/8" casing. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date & 
Depth 

09-16-81 
915' 

09-17-81 
915' 

09-18-81 
915' 

09-19-81 
915' 

09-20-81 
915' 

09-21-81 
915' 

Operation 

Washed to bottom with 17~" bit. Pumped 150 bbls of mud at 915'. POH 
laying down 17~" tools. Fluid level remained at 150'. Rigged and ran 20 
joints of 13-3/8", 5lt.511/ft K-55 Buttress T&C R-3 casing and 3 joints of 13-
3/8" 6111/ft K-55 casing with guide shoe and float collar on bottom. Total 
string length 901t.21'. Casing set with guide shoe at 902.51' K.B. Cemented 
casing by pumping 90 bbls mud followed by 20 bbls of water fo~owed by 
CaCl water, 20 bbls water, 20 bbls Flo-Chek, and then 912 ft cement 
mixe~ 1:1 with perlite, ItO% silica flour, 3% gel and ~% CFR-2. Cement 
slurry weight was 13.3 pounds per gallon (ppg). Followed with 32/t cu.ft. 
cement mixed with ItO% silica flour, 3% gel, ~% CFR-2. This cement slurry 
weight was 15.5 ppg. CIP at llt30 hours. No returns to surface throughout 
cementing job. WOC 8 hours. Pumped plug with 800 psi. 

Waited on cement (WOC) 6 hours. Cut off 20" conductor. Picked up 1 "" 
tubing. Ran tubing down annulus between 20" and 13-j/8" casing strings. 
Tagged top of cement at 680'. Mixed and pumped 69ft cement mixed 1:1 
with perlite, ItO% silica flour, 2% CaCJ7, 3% gel and ~% CFR-2. Cement 
slurry weight 12./t ppg. WOC (plug II r) /t.5 hours. Ran 1 "" tubing down 
annulu~; tagged cement top at 595'. Mixed and pumped plug 112 consisting of 
137 ft of cement, 1:1 perlite, ItO% silica flour, 2% CaCJ2, 3% gel, and ~% 
CFR-2. WOC (plug //2) It hours. Ran 1"" tubing down annulus; tagged 
cement top at 527'. Mixed and pumped cement plug 113, a duplicate in 
volume and composition of plug 112. WOC (plug //3) 5 hours. Ran I"" tubing 
down annulus; tagged cement at /tOO'. Mixed and pumped cement plug tilt, 
again a duplicate in volume and composition to plug 112. woe (plug //It) 2 
hours. 

Ran I"" tubing down annulus; tagged cement at 238'. Mixed and pumped 
cement plug 115, again a duplicate in volume and composition of plug 112. 
WOC (plug 115) It hours. Ran I"" tubing down annulus; tagged cement at 
19/t'. Mixed and pumped cement plug 116 with same volume and composition 
as plug 112. WOC (plug //6) 3 hours. Ran 1"" tubing and tagged top of 
cement at 190'. Mixed 10 cu.yds. of Redi-Mix cement mixed 1:1 with Ill+ 
sand plus 20% silica flour and 2% CaC12• Filled annulus to cellar floor. CIP 
at 1800 hours. WOC 6 hours. Cuf off 13-3/8" stub and welded on 
bradenhead flange. 

Welded on bradenhead flange and nippled up extension spool and 12" Series 
/tOO drilling valve for 8 hours. Shut down for weekend. 

Shutdown for weekend. 

Wait 8 hours for daylight to start-up rig. Nippled up BOP stack for 16 hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date & 
Depth 

09-22-81 
915' 

09-23-81 
1226' 

09-24-81 
1241 I 

09-25-81 
1697' 

09-26-81 
2147' 

09-27-81 
2403' 

09-28-81 
2660' 

09-29-81 
2893' 

09-30-81 
3202' 

10-01-81 
3561' 

Qperation 

Completed nippling up drilling stack. Tested blind rams to 1000 psi for 15 
minutes - held O.K. Picked up 12U." bit and RIH. Tested pipe rams -ram 
rubbers did not hold. Replaced ram rubbers, re-tested pipe rams to 1000 psi 
for 15 minutes - held O.K. Drilled plug, float collar and cement to shoe of 
13-3/8". Mixed mud and LCM. Took deviation survey 880' - showed 2° 
deviation. Drilled through shoe and cement to 915'. 

Finished cleaning out to bottom at 915'. POH. Prepared 12U." drilling 
assembly with bit, near-bit reamer, shock sub, stabilizer, three 11" DCs, six 
8" DCs, and three X-0 subs for a total length of 312'. RIH with new drilling 
assembly and drilled 311' of 12U." hole from 915' to 1226' with mud while 
losing 100 bbls of mud per hour. Lost 1300 bbls of mud total during 13.5 
hours of drilling. Stopped drilling to mix mud and LCM for 8 hours. 

Mixed mud and LCM for 5Yz hours. POH. RIH with OEDP to 1155'. Mixed 
and pumped cement plug (to stop LC) consisting of 298 sacks of cement with 
2% gel and 2% CaC12• Cement slurry weight was 14.5 ppg. CIP at 1030 
hours. Displaced cement out of drill pipe. POH and WOC 5 hours. RIH with 
12U." drilling assembly. Tagged top of cement at 906'. Drilled out cement 
from 906' to 1226'. Drilled 15' of new 12U." hole from 1226' to 1241' with 
mud with full returns. 

Conditioned mud and cleaned mud pits. Drilled 456' of 12U." hole from 1241' 
to 1697' with mud with full returns. (Only changes from full returns will be 
noted hereafter). 

Drilled 450' of 12Y•" hole in 22.5 hours from 1697' to 2147' with mud. 
Deviation survey at 1753' showed 1-3/4° deviation. Cleaned mud pits for 1 
hour. 

Drilled 60' of 12U." hole from 2147' to 2207' with mud. Deviation survey at 
2191' showed 3Yz0 deviation. POH to change 12U." bits. RIH with new bit. 
Drilled 196' of 12V." hole from 2207' to 2403' with mud. 

Drilled 257' of 12U." hole in 22.5 hours from 2403' to 2660' with mud. 
Deviation survey at 2460' showed 4° deviation. Cleaned shale pit for 1 hour. 

Drilled 188' of 12V." hole from 2660' to 2848' with mud. Deviation survey at 
2848' showed 3Y,0 deviation. Tripped to change bits. RIH with bit 1!7. 
Drilled 45' of 12V." hole from 2848' to 2893' with mud. 

Drilled 309' of 12U." hole in 23.5 hours from 2893' to 3202' with mud. Spent 
y, hour cleaning shale pit. 

Drilled 359' of 12U." hole in 23 hours from 3202' to 3561' with mud. Took one 
hour to run deviation survey at 3330' - showed 4° deviation. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

10-02-81 
3697' 

10-03-81 
110 18' 

10-05-81 
11077' 

10-06-81 
11077' 

10-07-81 
11077' 

Operation 

Drilled 25' of 12JI." hole from 3561' to 3587' with mud. Deviation survey at 
3566' showed 3-3/11° deviation. Tripped to change bits. Tried to run 
temperature survey on electric cable tool. Tool failed at 2500'. POH and 
changed tools - new tool also failed. POH and attached two maximum 
reading thermometers (MRTs) and ran to 3586'. Sat on bottom for 15 
minutes. POH- MRTs read 265°F and 270°F. Cleaned shale pit for y, hour. 
RIH with bit /18. Drilled 111' of 12JI." hole from 3587' to 3697' with mud. 

Drilled 321' of 12JI." hole in 211 hours from 3697' to 11018' with mud. 

Drilled 59' of 12JI." hole in 3 hours from 11018' to 11077'. Circulated hole 2 
hours to prepare hole for logging. Deviation survey at 110311' showed IIV.0 

deviation. POH. Rigged to run logs. Ran resistivity, X-Y caliper and 
gamma ray-neutron logs from 903' to 11077'. Ran temperature log from 903' 
to 11077'. Tool worked O.K. but panel failed after 3575'. Surface readout 
showed rapid temperature increase past 3100' to 3311°F at 11077'. Rigged 
down logging unit and repaired light in derrick. RIH. Washed 7' of fill off 
bottom. Circulated lYz hours at 4077' preparing to lay down drill pipe. 

Circulated 2 hours at 11077'. Laid down drill pipe and drill collars. Rigged 
and ran 9-5/8" casing consisting of float shoe, 1 joint 11011/ft N-80 Buttress 
T&C R-3 casing, float collar, and 69 joints 11011/ft N-80 Buttress T&C 
casing. Thirteen centralizers were spaced over the casing string's total 
length of 3362.32'. Circulated casing 30 minutes at 31132'. Finished running 
casing and tagged bottom at 11077'. No fill encountered on bottom. Rigged 
up to circulate casing. 

Pulled casing up 5' to put shoe of string at 11072' and hung liner with top at 
710'. Circulated casing 8 hours. Pumped 180 bbls of newly mixed mud 
followed by 16 bb!s of saltgel mixed 30 lbs/bb! followed by 30 bb!s Flo-Chek 
and then 15 bbls of water. Mixed and pumped 130 cu.ft. cement slurry 
mixed 1:1 with perlite, 110% silica flour, 3% gel, 5% CFR-2, I% HR-7 with 
13.3 to 13.8 ppg density followed by 350 cu.ft. cement slurry with 110% silica 
flour, 3% gel, 5% CFR-2 and 1% HR-7 with .. l5.1 ppg density. Dropped plug, 
displaced cement with 2311 bbls of water. Bumped plug with 2000 psi. 
Released pressure and floats held O.K. Backed off liner hanger. Picked up 
110' above hanger and broke circulation. Pumped 20 bbls of cement to sump. 
CIP at 1130 hours. WOC II Yz hours. 

While woe changed liners on pumps Ill and 2, changed rotory table, changed 
drill pipe rams, and replaced the kelley and shale shaker. Picked up !2Y•" 
bit, sixteen 6-3/11" DCs, RIH and tagged hard cement at 671'. Dressed 
threads on kelley saver sub. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date & 
Depth 

10-08-81 
4126' 

10-09-81 
4823' 

10-10-81 
4903' 

10-11-81 
4903' 

10-12-81 
4903' 

10-13-81 
4903' 

10-14-81 
4903' 

10-15-81 
4903' 

10-16-81 
4903' 

Operation 

Drilled cement from 617' to 702'. Tested liner lap to 300 psi for 15 minutes 
- held O.K. POH, laid down 12Ji." bit, picked up 8~" bit. RIH to 702'. 
Drilled cement from 702' to 778'. Tested BOP, kelley cock, choke manifold 
and casing head with 1000 psi for 15 minutes. Held O.K. RIH to float 
collar. Drilled float collar, 41' of cement and float shoe. Tripped out of 
hole and picked up 8~" drilling assembly consisting of 8~" bit, near bit 
reamer, sixteen 6-3/4" DCs equal to with stabilizers 37' and 97' above the 
bit, and 2 X-0 subs- total assembly length = 515'. Drilled 49' of 8~" hole in 
3.5 hours from 4077' to 4126' with water. 

Drilled 697' of 8Yz" hole in 24 hours from 4126' to 4823' with water. 

Drilled 80' of 8~" hole in 3.5 hours from 4823' to 4903' with water. Rotary 
table drive shaft failed. Chained out of hole. Released crews for weekend 
and holiday. Ordered new shaft from Houston. 

Rig shutdown for repairs. 

Rig shutdown for repairs. 

Opened well at 1230 hours. Well flowed at 21.4 gpm rate. Flow increased 
to 60 gpm within 5 minutes. Shut well in. Re-opened well at 1630 hours. 
Well flowed 60 gpm for 15 minutes. Shut-in (SI) well for 30 minutes; 
maximum shut-in pressure (SIP) equal to 68 psig. Flowed well another 5 
minutes; SIP after 30 minutes equal to 120 psig maximum. Pumped in 10 
bbls water at 175 psig. SI well for 40 minutes. SIP equal to 145 psig 
maximum. Rotary drive shaft arrived at 2100 hours. Installed Grant 
rotating head and drive shaft. SIP declined to 118 psig. 

Completed drive shaft and rotating head installations. Ran Rig Test Ill on 
4" choke manifold. Flowed well on 5/8" choke until wellhead pressure (WHP) 
equal to 571 psi. SI well. Maximum SIP = 588 psi. Attempted to kill well to 
determine its operating characteristics. Killed well in 2 hours, 8 minutes 
with 410 bbls of water. Well required backflushing to reduce injectivity 
loss. 

RIH with 8~" bit and ten 6-3/4" DCs. Bit at + 4070'. Ran Rig Test 112. 
Maximum WHP = 801 psig; maximum wellhead temperature (WHT) equal to 
258°F. Flow rate about 61,200 lbm/hr at 726 psig, 226°F. Test stopped due 
to concern over WHP exceeding 12" Series 400 valve rating. Killed well 
with 450 bbls of water. RIH to 4880'. Cleaned out 23' of fill on bottom. 
Circulated I hour on bottom at 4903'. Pulled bit up to 4000'. Shut well in 
to wait on cementers. 

WHP = 100 psi at 0600 hours. Pumped in 20 bbls of water from top. Opened 
pipe rams. Circulated bottoms up. POH. Picked up 8-3/4" bit. RIH to 790'. 
POH. Well flowed 1~" stream of water during entire operation. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date& 
Depth 

10-17-81 
1!903' 

10-18-81 
1!903' 

10-19-81 
1!903' 

10-20-81 
1!903' 

10-21-81 
4903' 

10-22-81 
1!903' 

Operation 

Rigged HOWCO EZSV packer and setting tool. Picked up EZSV. Ran EZSV 
to 1995' and set packer. POH and laid down setting tool. Tested plug and 
liner lap to 500 psi for 5 minutes - held O.K. Rigged to run 9-5/8" tie-back. 
EZSV started leaking. Shut-in well with SIP of 150 psi. Picked up setting 
tool. RIH and stubbed tool into plug. Plug stopped leaking. Pumped 150 
bbls of water into hole below plug at 300 psi, 125 gpm. Picked up out of 
plug. Mixed and pumped 1!7 sacks neat cement with 2% CaC12• POH. Filled 
hole with water. EZSV held O.K.- no flow back. Plug in place at 1930'. 

Rigged and ran tie-back consisting of 17 joints of 9-5/8" 1!011/ft K-55 
Buttress T&C R-3 casing, float collar and stinger. Total string length equal 
to 705.72'. Picked up BOP stack. Installed 9-5/8" x 13-3/8" centralizer and 
pack-off. Started cementing 9-5/8" tie-back by mixing and pumping 50 bbls 
of cement. Air compressor shaft broke on cementing unit. Displaced 50 
bbls of cement out of hole. 

Circulated mud around 9-5/8" liner while waiting on compressor shaft. 
Installed shaft. Mixed and pumped 191 sacks cement with 1!0% silica flour, 
3/1!% CFR-2 and 2% CaCI 2. Cement slurry weight 11!.5 to 15.5 ppg. CIP at 
1630 hours. WOC 7.5 hours. Cut off 9-5/8" casing. 

Nippled up BOP stack, 10" x 600 Series WKM master, valve and expansion 
spool. Tested separately the blind rams, choke manifold and pipe rams to 
1350 psi for 30 minutes. Tested hydril to 500 psi for 30 minutes. All tested 
O.K. - no leaks. RIH with 8Yz" bit. 

Drilled cement and EZSV plug at 1995'. Pushed EZSV plug to bottom and 
drilled up EZSV. Encountered 15' of fill below EZSV debris. Circulated hole 
with water 3 hours. POH. Ran Rig Test /13. After 5 hours of flow well 
reached maximum WHP of 811 psi, maximum WHT of 512°F. Flow rate 
varied around 110,000 lbm/hr at 650 psig over next ll'2 hour. Well opened to 
1!11 line. Well died, throwing rock debris out of li" line. Let wellhead 
equipment cool. 

RIH with 8!>'' bit, near bit reamer and 2 stabilizers. Cleaned out loose rock 
bridges at 920', 1160', 1370', 2960'-3007'. With bit at 3017' pumped 1500 bbls 
of water at 205 bbl/hr into well to cool well. POH laying down stabilizers 
and reamer. 

RIH slick with 8Y2" bit. Washed out loose bridge at 1!055'-1!120', firm bridge 
at 1!445'-1!507', and loose bridge 1!600'-471!1'. Circulated 3 hours with water 
trying to clean up hole. Picked up to 1!650' with heavy drag. Broke 
circulation. Pulled 9 stands with heavy drag from 1!650'-4380'. Picked up to 
4000' to mix mud. Mixed mud to switch to saltgel mud system for 10 hours. 
RIH to 41!21!'. Circulated for 30 minutes. RIH to fill at 4825'. Washed out 
78' of fill to 4903'. Drilled junk on bottom for 2.5 hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

10-23-81 
5096' 

10-24-81 
5498' 

10-25-81 
5738' 

10-26-81 
6094' 

10-27-81 
6474' 

10-28-81 
6733' 

10-29-81 
6870' 

10-30-81 
7053' 

10-31-81 
7053' 

11-01-81 
7158' 

Operation 

Drilled 137' of 812" hole in 11 hours from 4903' to 5040' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation survey at 50 !5' showed 712 ° deviation; considered to be question
able. Tripped out to replace bit /110 due to high torque. RIH with bit /Ill. 
Drilled 56' of 8W' hole in 5 hours from 5040' to 5096' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 402' of 812" hole in 24 hours from 5096' to 5498' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 107' of 8Y," hole in 6Y, hours from 5498' to 5605' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation survey at 5573' showed 3° deviation. Tripped to replace bit /Ill. 
RIH with bit /112. Drilled 133' of 8V." hole in 8-3/4 hours from 5605' to 5738' 
with sa!tgel mud. 

Drilled 356' of 8V." hole in 24 hours from 5738' to 6094' with saltgel mud. 
Encountered 5° temperature increase in mud-out temperature, a drop in 
mud resistivity and 9 bb!s of mud loss at 5813'. 

Drilled 380' of 8V." hole in 24 hours from 6094' to 6474' with saltgel mud. 

Drilled 97' of 8V." hole in 5V. hours from 6474' to 6571' with saltgel mud. 
Deviation ·survey at 6530' showed 4° deviation. Tripped to replace bit /112. 
RIH with bit 11!3. Ran to bottom with no fill. Drilled 162' oJ 8Yz" hole in 9Yz 
hours from 6571' to 6733' with saltgel mud. Encountered 6 F temperature 
increase in mud-out temperature, minor mud loss and slight drop in mud 
resistivity at 6657'. 

Drilled 137' of 8Yz" hole in 8Y, hours from 6733' to 6870' with sa!tgel mud. 
Higher rotary torque encountered at 6850'. Circulated IV. hours at 6870' for 
temperature survey. Rigged and ran temperature survey with Amerada-type 
wireline tool. Tool stopped at 6550', apcr.arently due to coagulated mud. 
Maximum temperature measured was 437 F at 6550'. Reduced gel content 
of mud to 2 lb/bb!. RIH to drill ahead. 

Finished RIH. Drilled 183' of 8Y," hole in 11!12 hours from 6870' to 7053' with 
sa!tgel mud. While drilling at 7053' swivel locked up. POH to repair swivel. 
Worked on swivel !Yz hours. 

Repaired swivel for 17 hours. Picked up 8V." bit /114, near bit reamer, 1 
stabilizer, sixteen 6-3/4" DCs, 2 subs for 5!0' total length drilling assembly. 
RIH to 4000' and broke circulation. Changed starter on Ill draw works 
engine. RIH to 4940'. Broke circulation and circulated for IV. hours. 
Repaired rotary clutch for !Y, hours. 

Reamed 8Yz" hole from 4940' to 7053'. No fill encountered on bottom. 
Drilled !05' of 8Yz" hole in 5 hours from 7053' to 7158' with saltgel mud. 
Started losing 30 bbls of mud an hour at 7125' to 7158'. Stopped drilling at 
7158'. Mixed 5 sacks of mica--spotted mica pill in hole at 7158'. POH to 
4000'. Filled hole with mud--hole standing full. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date&: 
Depth 

11-02-81 
7158' 

11-03-81 
7290' 

11-01!-81 
7290' 

11-05-81 
7290' 

11-06-81 
7290' 

11-07-81 
7290' 

Operation 

Waited on orders 6 hours. RIH to 7158'. Broke circulation and circulated 
for ll hour. Lost 30 bbls/hr of mud. Mixed 15 sacks of mica--spotted same 
in hole at 7158'. POH to 1!000'. Mud Joss reduced to estimated 1 bbl/hr rate. 
Broke circulation at 1!000'; loss rate increased to 6-8 bbls/hr. Stopped 
circulating and loss rate fell back to 1 bbl/hr. 

Waited 6 hours on mud deliveries. RIH to 5000' and broke circulation with 
no Joss. RIH to 6009', broke circulation and circulated for 15 minutes with 
no loss. RIH to 6700', circulated for 15 minutes with no loss. RIH to 7050' 
and found thick mud picking up weight. Washed from 7050' to 7158' and lost 
+ 60 bbls of mud. Mud Joss stopped after circulating 30 minutes at 7158'. 
Drilled 132' of 81l" hole in 7 hours from 7158' to 7290' with 10096 returns of 
saltgel mud. Lost all returns at 7290'. POH to 1!000'. Refilled hole with 
mud to surface with250 bbls over calculated fill-up. Closed pipe rams and 
rebuilt mud volume. 

Waited 6 hours for daylight. Filled hole to surface again with 20 bbls of 
mud. RIH to 5000', circulated for 10 minutes and lost 10 bbls of mud. RIH 
to 6500', circulated for 30 minutes and lost 30 bbls of mud. RIH to 7200' and 
circulated. RIH to 7290' and broke circulation with no returns. Pumped 100 
bbls of mud, mixed with 15 sacks of coarse mica and got l/3 returns while 
pumping pill. POH to 3952' and pumped 200 bbls of mud. Hole did not fill. 
Waited 1!.5 hours. Pumped 70 bbls of mud and did fill hole. 

Mixed mud and waited for heated, coagulated mud to help heal Joss zone at 
7290'. Filled hole from 3952' with 20 bbls of mud. POH to run temperature 
survey. Cut drilling line. Ran temperature survey using Amerada-type tool 
on wireline. Tool stopped ab 6187' probably due to coagulated mud. A 
maximum temperature of 1!89 F at 6000' was measured. Changed blind ram 
rubbers. RIH to 5952' and circulated with full returns. Waiting on 7" liner. 

Waiting on liner 3 hours. RIH and broke circulation at 6300', 6600' and 
7178'. Circulated bottoms up at 7178' losing 125 bbls of mud during Ill hours 
of circulating. POH strapping pipe; no depth correction necessary. Spent 5 
hours unloading 7" liner on site. Spent 2 hours breaking and laying down 
sixteen 6-3/1!" drill collars. Rigged and ran '?• peforated liner. 

RIH with 7" perforated liner. Liner hit tight spot at 7208', then stuck at 
7216', 71!' off bottom. Liner hanger slips failed to set. Backed off of liner 
and POH. Liner consists of 7" guide shoe with metal plate with Yz" holes and 
83 joints of 7" casing. Of the 83 joints, 51 joints were of 2611, K-55 and N-
80 L T &:C R-3 casing drilled with Yz" holes on 3" centers, 10 rows, and 32 
joints were blank 23, 26, and 29/1, K-55 and N-80 LT&:C R-3 casing. Casing 
set with guide shoe at 7216', top of liner hanger at 3318'. RIH with 6" bit to 
6700'. Broke circulation displacing saltgel mud with water. RIH to 7216', 
broke circulation and displaced saltgel mud with water. POH. Closed blind 
rams. Pumped 150 gpm of water at 200 psig for 5 minutes, then 160 gpm of 
water at 275 psig for 10 minutes. Shutdown rig and released crew at 1600 
hours. 
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THERMAL POWER COMPANY, Operator 

Date & 
Depth 

11-08-81 
7290' 

11-09-81 
7290' 

11-10-81 
7290' 

11-11-81 
7290' 

11-12-81 
7290' 

Operation 

Rig shutdown for weekend. 

Started rig up at 0800 hours. Prepared and ran Rig Test II~. Well barely 
flowed clean water at 3 gpm rate initially. Within I 0 hours flow rate was 
still only 9 gpm at 88°F. At 2200 hours w~}l began to flow muddy water at 
115°F. By 2230 hours well was flowing 2~3 F water at 167 psig. Well shut
in for night with maximum WHP = 288 psig. 

Waited 6 hours for daylight before continuing Rig Test II~. Well flowed 
through 5/8" and 2" chokes until WHP reached 1000 psi. Shut well in and 
rigged up remote actuator for 10" Series 600 master valve. Commenced Rig 
Tesl, 115. Passed maximum transient wellhead condition of 1129 psig and 
567 F and achieved stabilized flow rates as follows: 

Time Total Mass Flow Rate WHP WHT 
(Hours) (lbs/hr) ~ (oF) 

!655 !5!,000 9~7 5~6 
171~ 199,100 6~5 500 
17~5 2~2,000 181 393 

The well was shut-in. Maximum SIP = 870 psig. Flow was stable without 
fluid surges or rock. Laid down ~" drill pipe. Shutdown rig for holiday. 

Rig shutdown for holiday. 

Laid down ~" drill pipe, kelley and swivel. Removed BOP stack. Nippled up 
second master valve (10" WKM Series 600 gate valve) with 10" x 3" flange 
and 3" WKM gate valve on top. Cleaned mud pits and released rig at 2~00 
hours. 

Vice President, Exploration 
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'WELL SUMMARY REPORT- GEOTHERMAL 

Opt·ra\or 

THERMAL POWER COMPANY 
Flf'ld County 

Puna Hawaii 
L•~~·cdJon (proper!\ (lt !--edic>n cornt·r, or !0;\rt;>e: ct·n\L't hnt·s) E k·. ;,! : ' : ~ ~ , 

State Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 tm• 1L·r· d!' \ ( "~ ,, 1·., · , , 

K h P H .. ( apo o, una, awau Licensed Survevor's renort show• xact locaticcl 618.77 feet above sea level 
] Tc>tal depth Pluggt:>d dt:>plh Dt:p!h measurt-mt'nts taken frur.. tor· of: Co~'n''"Ci9dt({ii8"t {d;,ll·) 

I 7290 feet 
(meters) O DerrJck floor 0 Ro tory tab!~ G K·"' h:..J· ;-, :c·,, 

C,-:-:Tit>tt>d dr!l!::-:i: \d<Jt('', NONE 
11/03/81 Gec•logJc format JOn and agiO' at total depth \\1-ll ch 1 s 18 fE!e'ff'tO ahr.q vr >:.:r.d. 

·--
Com~enced producinf: {datf-) Basalt Geol:>fJC mar!..t•q<:) n,·!··l- : ~. ,, ·-

Junk NONE 
NONE I 

PRODUCTION TEST DMA 

DATE 
STATICTEST ,~· 

~h~~.:.!" w_t:~<~ad) - r: __ T_ot~~~!_!__!!_~o )t_•porotc~ ,!~tn 

Temp~~~~s: ps"gJbs/hl:..- _T~~~:..:e ~~ _ _!_nt~olpy Or,ficco Wo>o• '• h•t'-;-•o_"' ... h; f":."_"· h<"-+-T;,:::,_'C: 

10/15/81 258 792 61,200 226 726 2" 
i ! 

' ' 10/20/81 512 811 110,000 495 650 2" 
I 

' 
11/10/81 567 1129 

" 
" 

Si:re of casing !

1

.'Top(9.f r;_osingl Dept): o( shoe 
(A.P .I.) . It! . I \ftl 

30" 1 Surface 

1 

28 
2o" 1 " 71 
13-3/8" : " 903 
9-5/8" " II 4072 
7" " 7216 

151,000 
199,000 
242,000 

Weight of 

'"' '"• (oof 

94 
54 & 61 
40 
23,26,29 

546 947 2" 
500 645 3" 
393 181 4" 

CASING RECORD (present hole) 

New or 

second hand 

New 

Seomless 
or lopweld 

Seamless 

Grode 
of cos ing 

H-40 
K-55 
K-55&N-l 0 
K-55&N-l 0 

PERFORATED CASII'o!G (size, top, bottom, perforated intervals, size and spacing of perforation and method) 
7" liner top 3318'; bottom 7216'. 
Perforations below 4300' are Yz" holes drilled on 3" centers, 10 rows. 

I 

Was analysis of effluent made? Electuc log depths Temperature depth.s 

Yes L No~ 4077 feet 

i 
' 

' i ! 

' I ' 

' ' I 

i i 

NA 

i 

6400 feet 
In compliance with Section 3735 , Chapter 4 , Division 3 of the Public Resources Code, the information given herew1th 

is a complete and correct record of the present condition of the well and all work done thereon, so (ar as can bE' deterr.11ned 
from all available records. 

Name 
W. L. D'Oiier 

Address 601 California Street 

Telephone Number Signature 

(415) 981-5700 
./ 
0·· 

Title 
Vice President Exploration 

San Francisco, California 

Date 

I De 





rmrwm ANATYl ;eM I.Ar 
a Dl'parlmenl ot Brewer Clll', 
P.O. BOX 44. HONOLULU, ItA WAll 116!10, TELH'HO~ ... 

romES 
.orporation . .. 

LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT 

2910 
JOEl NO. - 1nQT1J"'' 3Hl7fB8-tl-
DATE 
PAGE ---OF 

Division of Water and Land Developrrent 
TO: Departrrent of Land & Natural Resources ATIN.: Mr · Daniel Lum 

ADDRESS: p 0 Ibx 373. Honolulu HI 96809 PHONE: ----------..,.-----
SAMPLESOF: __ w~a~t~e~r~----------------------------------------------------

SAMPLED BY: _ _,C:.:l"'i'"-en'"-tO':-:-:-:---------- SAMPLING DATE:_::.9.~.-fl:::l:.</..::8:.::l~----t1ME: ________ _ 
RECEIPT DATE 10/0l/81 TIME: 1355 : 

DATE SAMPLE ANALYZED 10/02-28 10/02-28 

TIME SAMPLE ANALYZED 

SAMPLE TYPE Gr,h Grab 

* p 'Hj1t:j •9{ 11541-trOS 

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION v.s.c:;..s. #zee:.-02. 
Wid.L .<1.4. Kapoho KOloa 

UNITS State Well Well "D" 
Total Alkalinity llll:l L 127 125 
Chlorides 1150 85.0 

Calcium 53.2 4.05 

Fluoride 0.56 0.21 .. 
Manganese 0.63 0.41 

-... 

Potassium 46.1 1. 78 = -· .. . 

Silica as Si02 80 60 <:-" -;; - •. 

Sodium :. .,. 

614 57.2 -
Sulfate 169 22.7 ·,....; c c; . . . , 
Iron 

•. .-.; j •• 15.0 10.9 [;..""' ·-
Nitrate-Nitrite N 0.30 0.93 - ~ ~ 

._., 

Magnesium 30.2 23.0 

'Ibtal Hardness as CaCD '\ 213 96.0 

)k' IAJorG c: ;,n,._.,pt...:;;; ~~A.) //)-1/- ( I 
NtJ?t- : tt: s "· s. Uu.. .V.-.s· oz.oo #eS. 

rf ZZZ'>~- 0/ 1/G) !-A-
, - t>;;:!. K,5. #/ 

" - 0 ::;!> ;<:.. 5. -#2 
,. -o4 L.fh.r ~~HI- ~ I 

" -or;;- , .p I~ 

" -0{, K.S ll 1-4-

LABORATOi1Y REMARKS: Samples a"lalyzed accordbg to "Methcds of Olemical Analvsis of \~ater 
and v;astes", U. S. Enviro~tal Protc>.ction AP;encv, K'D-v::h, 1979. 





September 21, 1981 

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILES 

FROM: Yoshi Shiroma 

SUBJECT: Kapoho-State Well #1, Static Water Level 

On Friday, September 11, 1981, measurement with steel tape was 
conducted to determine the static water level of Kapoho-State Well 
#1. This geothermal well is being developed by Thermal Power Co. 
and is located in the Puna District of the Big Island. 

The measurement was conducted by Yoshi Shibuya and myself and 
witnessed by Clarence Mason of Water Resources International and R. 
K. Fernandez and L. DeLeon of Thermal Power Co. 

The elevation of the concrete slab supporting the drill rig 
platform was verbally reported by Lou DeLeon to be 619 feet. This 
elevation was verified by myself with the use of steel tape. 
Measurement of water depth was taken from an opening in the steel 
platform over the well. The reference elevation at that point was 
measured to be 1. 5' lower than ·the steel collar elevation. Thus, 
637' minus 1.5' = 635.5'. 

645 feet of steel tape was reeled into the well. Evidence of 
water level was recorded 21.82' from the zero point on the steel 
tape by the chalking method. 645' minus 21.82' = 624.18' (water 
level). Therefore, 635.50' less 624.18'= 11.32' static water 
level. 

A gallon of water sample was obtained during the bailing test. 
Chloride analysis test was conducted in our laboratory and found to 
be 1200 ppm. The temperature of the water sample retrieved during 
bailing test was observed to be ll3°F. 

YS:ln 
Attach. 

~--;, I 

Yd~m; ' S~ I ROMA 

NOTE: A static water level of 11'~. msl, is unusual and unexpected 
for this area of the Puna District and for the reported 
brackish water (1200 ppm chlorides). Although the well was. 
reported to have been bailed clean of bentonite, it is possible 
that the uncased well was still plugged with bentonite such 
that the measurement ll'+ !Jead was not representative of the 
ground water aquifer. 
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Thermal Power Company 

Kapoho State I - Geothermal Well 

ssw- 2/I0/81 

Vertical Section 

Surface elevation 6 0 0' 

20 conductor casing to 50' 

13" 3/8 11 surface casing to aoo' 

9 5/8" production casing to 4000' 

Open hole to T D. 

-~-,· 

EXHIBIT D 

Expected T. D. 80 0 o' 





mmtmAl 
THERMAL POWER COMPANY, OPERATOR GEOTHERMAL WELL: 

KAPOHO STATE 1-A 

PROPOSED DRD.LING AND COMPLETION PROGRAM 

1. Prepare second 10' x 10' x 10' cement-rebar wellhead cellar on existing location. 
Set 30" conductor pipe through cellar floor. 

2. Move in Drilling Contractor's rig; drill and set rathole. 

(a) Notify Hawaii Board of Land and Material Resources (BLNR) 24 hours prior 
to commencement of drilling. 

(b) Confirm compliance with all permit requirements. 

3. Spud hole with 12"" bit and mud drilling fluid; drill to into top 20-feet of ground 
water zone in expected 600-700' depth interval. Stop and sample ground water. 

4. Drill ahead to 1400' depth. Open 12"" hole to 17~" and then to 26" Control lost 
circulation with LCM; cement severe lost circulation zones if required. 

5. Run 20", 94 pound H-40 Buttress coupled casing to 1400'. Single stage Class G 
cement with 4096 silica flour; use appropriate excess slurry. Be prepared to 
cement the 20-30" annulus with Redi-mix from the surface. W .O.C. 8 hours. 

6. Land 20" casing. Weld on 21 "" 2000 psi wellhead. 

(a) Pressure test the weld. 

(b) Install B.O.P.E. consisting of a hydraulically-operated double ram blowout 
preventer with one set each of pipe and blind rams, an expansion-type annular 
preventer and a mud fillup line. 

(c) Notify the Chairman of the Hawaii Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(BLNR) in advance of B.O.P .E. test so that designated representative can 
witness the test. 

(d) Test each preventer, the stack, casing, kelly cock, master valve, check valves 
in kill line, and blowdown line valve to 1000 psig. Enter test results on 
contractor and operator daily reports. 
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7. Install mud logging service at shoe of 20" casing before drilling out. Record 
continuous mud in and out temperatures, H2S, CH11 , C02, lithology, and drilling 
rate. Have pit level indicator and intercom lo drillers stal:ion. Catch four sets of 
50 gpm dry sample every 20'. Make daily copies of the mud log, keeping one (I) 
copy up to date and spliced in trailer. Send five copies to: 

THERMAL POWER COMPANY 
60 I California Street 
San Francisco, California 911 I 08 
Attention: Joe lovenitti 

8. Drill 17Yz" hole to 2700' depth with mud drilling fluid. Survey wellbore every 200' 
or on bit change. 

9. Run 13 3/8", 61 pound C-90 VAM coupled casing to 2700', with DV collar at 2500'. 

(a) First stage 1100 annular feet of Class G cement with 110% silica flour. 

(b) Open DV collar, circulate out excess cement. W.O.C. 211 hours. 

(c) Tension 13 3/8" casing with jacks and set extended casing in wellhead slips. 

(d) Second stage a low density spherelite cement through DV collar. 
appropriate excess slurry to obtain uncontaminated cement returns. 
DV tool with wiper plug. 

Use 
Close 

10. Remove B.O.P.E. Stub the 13 3/8" casing and nipple up 21U." 2000 psi x 13 5/8 3000 
psi casing spool. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Pressure test the wellhead. 

Install B.O.P.E. consisting of one 12" Series 1100 gate valve, a 12" mud cross 
with two side outlets for a kill line and a choke manifold, a hydraulically
operated double ram blowout preventer with one set each of pipe and blind 
rams, a 12" expansion-type annular preventer, and a mud fillup line. A 
rotating head may be added as directed. 

Notify the Chairman of the Hawaii Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(BLNR) in advance of B.O.P.E. test so that designated representative can 
travel to the site and witness the test.· 

Test each preventer, the stack, casing, kelly cock, master valve, check valves 
in kill line, and blowdown line valve to 1000 psig. Record results on 
contractor and operator's daily reports. 

Confirm drillsite location and operation of all H2s safety equipment. Put all 
drillsite personnel through H2S safety review including equipment downing by 
each person. 

Confirm kelly cock installation and operation between kelly and swivel. 
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11. Drill 12~" hole to approximately 4100' depth with mud drilling fluid. 

(a) Survey hole at 500' intervals. Run maximum reading thermometers with each 
survey. 

(b) Continue mud Jogging as specified in 6(c) with special emphasis on tempera
ture increases with depth. 

12. Run 9 5/8", 47 pound, C-90, Hydril Triple Seal coupled production casing to bottom 
of 12~" hole, with DV collar 200 feet above casing shoe. 

(a) Cool wellbore and first stage 400 annular feet of Class G cement with 40% 
silica flour. 

(b) Open DV collar, circulate out excess cement. W .O.C. 24 hours, cooling hole 
as directed. 

(c) Tension 9 5/8" casing with jacks and set extended casing in wellhead slips. 

• (d) Second stage a low density spherelite cement through DV collar. Us\! 
appropriate excess slurry to obtain uncontaminated cement returns. Close 
DV tool with wiper plug. 

13. Remove B.O.P.E. Stub the 9 5/8" casing as directed. 

(a) Install 13 5/8" x 11" 3000 psi expansion spool and II" 3000 psi master valve. 

(b) Reinstall B.O.P.E. as in JO(b) above; notify BLNR as in IO(c) and test as in 
IO(d). 

14. Drill 8 3/4" or 8~" hole, using fresh water as drilling fluid, to 6500 or 7500 foot 
total depth as directed. Flow testing of incremental intervals of production zone 
may be performed. 

15. At total depth, hang or stand as directed, a drilled or slotted, 7", 26 pound, C-90, 
VAM coupled, production liner which is to be lapped 200 feet inside the 9-5/8" 
production casing. 

16. Make a wireline run to bottom of 7" liner. Release rig and prepare for flow 
testing. 

ATTACHMENT 



. . .. 
' .., . 

ATTACHMEN" '0 PROPOSED DRILLING AND CO LETION PROGRAM 

3-1/16" - 3000 psi 
SWAB GATE 

2-1/16" - 3000 psi 
FLANGED OUTLETS 

2-1/16" - 3000 ps 
FLANGED OUTLETS 

2" - 2000 psi 
'l'IIREF!.DED OUTLETS 

FIGURE 8 

CONFIDENTIAL 

11" - 3000 psi 
WING VALVE 
CNOT SHOWN) 

~11"- 3000 psi 
CROSS 

STER VALVE 

11" - 3000 psi 
MASTER VALVE 

21'1/4" - 2000 psi x 
13-5/8" - 3000 psi 
CASING SPOOL 

21-1/4" - 2000 psi 
STARTING HEAD 

KAPOHO STATE *3 PROPOSED WELLHEAD DESIGN 
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